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A market order is a direction by a customer to execute "at the
market." Beyond the fact that a broker has a reasonable time to
transmit the order to the floor of the Exchange and then to the trading post, opinions seem to differ as to the broker’s actual responsibility.
The following simplified example may serve as an illustration: a broker receiving a market order to sell 100 shares proceeds
promptly to the post at which the stock is traded, where he finds the
stock quoted at 49 bid, offered at 50. Uponinquiring as to the size of
the market, he is told that there are bids for 1,000 shares at 49.
Upon further inquiry, he ascertains that the last sale was at 49~
and that the price has been increasing during the day. The broker
may decide to "hit" the bid and sell at 49 or he may decide to underoffer the best existing offer by offering the 100 s~ares at 497/’s, in
which case the market becomes 49 bid, offered at 49 ;~’s. He might do
this in the exercise of his brokerage judgmen.t, based on the previous
trend of the market, the last sale, and the saze (1,000 shares) of the
existing bid which indicates that he would probably be able to sell at
49 even after several small transactions at that price. If a buyer
takes his offer the broker has achieved an execution at 497./s--a better
rice than the 49 bid. However, if the market moves the wrong way
efore he can act, e.g., a seller with a large order sells 1,000 shares at
49, forcing the price down, the broker may not be able to execute his
orde_r at 49 but only at somelower price, e.g., ~8~/~.
The question arises whether in such a situation the broker is liable
to his customer for the ~/~ point between 48½and 49 (the price which
he could have obtained when he arrived at the post), even though, by
hypothesis, he exercised reasonable care and reasonable judgment.
Most specialists take the view that the broker would be liable~ since a
.market order "holds the broker to the tape," i.e., the first possible sale
m which he could have participated under the technical rules of the
auction market. A few seem to believe that the broker would not be
liable under such circumstances.
The rules of the Exchange are
silent on the point, an Exchange publication stating merely that a
market order directs a broker "to buy or sell at the best price available" when the order arrives on the trading floor. TM The Restatement of the Law of Agency says that a "* * * direction to a stock
broker to buy or sell tat the market’ is interpreted, under normal
circumstances, as a direction to buy or sell immediately irrespective
of price and prospects." ~3~ In 1934, alternate definitions of market
orders were proposed by the Commissionstaff, but none of them were
adopted.
As a practical matter, since most brokers execute routine market
orders immediately and adjust the price if they use brokerage judgment but "miss the market," the definition of orders is basically of
importance only in determining the obligation of the specialist. It is
important there because the specialist holds orders in particular stocks
for manycustomers on both s~des of the market, and the degree of brokerage judgment which he is permitted to exercise may bring his

~

~ N¥SE. "The Language of Investing,"
18 (Aoril 1960)
’~ Restatement
of the Law of Agency (Second) sec. 4~4, comment B (1958). See
the Segregation Report, at p. 184, which defines market orders as those to be executed
"* * * at the most advantageous price as promptly as reasonably practicable."
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obligations to his several customers into conflict. 13~ The question becomes even more important because of the development over the last
several years of the "not-heM" order, which :NYSEspecialists
have
been accepting for execution and which allows a degree of discretion
to the executing broker. 137 However, even without this special problem, more precise definitions of orders seem necessary to effectuate
fully the policies underlying the restriction of section 11.
b. Uonte~ts of the bo.o~
The "book" refers to both the accumulation of market and limit orders entrusted to the specialist and to the actual book in which limit
orders are entered while awaiting execution. Market orders are not
physically entered in the book; the order slip is held by the specialist.
Almost all NYSEspecialists enter limit orders in a looseleaf binder
approximately 4 by 11 inches, with buy orders on the left side and sell
orders on the right23s :Each page is used to record orders at each ~
of a point from one even dollar level to the next, e.g., $35, 35a/s
¯.. 357./s. Limit orders and stop orders are entered in the sequence in
which they are received, at the appropriate price and with a notation
of the number of shares and the name of the firm which forwarded the
order; the NYSEpractice is not to make a notation of the time the
order is received at the post. 139 As an order expires, is executed or canceled, it is crossed off. In an active stock the book maybe thick, with
several pages devoted to orders at each price, while in an inactive stock
the book maybe devoid of all bids and offers.
Books will tend to become "heavier" or "lighter," depending on volume in the stock. But it should be noted that the "book" changes
rapidly because "day" orders, which predominate in some stocks, are
canceled at the end of the day of entry, while orders "good until canceled" remain on the books until executed or withdrawn. 14° This
means that it is extremely difficult actually to reconstruct the book as
it was at any particular point in time. To do so requires working with
a mass of orders, executions, and cancellations, and even then such
efforts may not be wholly successful. Thus, what should be a primary
source of data in the surveillance of specialists’ activities cannot be
effectively utilized241
The Special Study examined a sample of the specialist
books for
103 stocks as of the close of business on February 16 and the opening
on February 19, 1962. ~ The sample was roughly divided among
stocks that were active, inactive, and of average activity. Specialists
testified, and examination of the sample books showed, that the thickhess of a book was a function of the activity and price of the stock: ~a
An active stock by definition attracts orders, some of which are
placed with the specialist.
Lower priced stocks have a tendency to
attract more round-lot orders than higher priced issues.
¯ ~ One specialist
testified
that a very large market order implied a direction to take a
reasonable amount of time in the execution of the order. This is a somewhat unusual but
not untenable construction
of brokerage responsibility
in executing such orders. If a customer gives an order to sell 10,000 shares at the market, it does not seem reasonable that
the customer is giving a direction
that the order be mechanically executed whatever
price consequences. However, this does not solve the question of whether a specialist
who
accepts such an order compromises his fiduciary obligations
to his other customers.
~ See sec. 7b.
~3s A sample book is set forth in app. VI-D.
~a~ On the Amex, orders received by specialists
are stamped by a timeclock upon receipt.
¯ ,o These orders must be renewed every 6 months.
’~ See secs. 6.e and 7.f, below¯
"~ See app. VI-C for a llst of the 103 stocks.
’~ Also, a stock that has an active arbitrage will often have a thick book.
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The study of the book.s in 103 sample stocks disclosed that, among
the 79 stocks selling at $20 or over, active stocks had thicker books
than inactive ones. It was also found that, for both active and inactive stocks in ’this category, the amountof stock on the books within
10 ercent of the market price ~vas a fairly constant proportion of the
whole book (table VI-21). In total, the most active ~roup m the
sample had an average of 45,600 shares on the book within 10 percent
of the previous closing price~ while the most inactive group averaged
about 3,600 shares. With respect to individual issues~ General Electric, American Telephone & Telegraph, and Bethlehem Steel, which
were in the mo~t active group and traded approximately 20,000 shares
each on the study day, had 53,800, 44,300, and 64,000 shares, respectively, wit.hin 10 percen~ of the closing price. On the other h~nd,
Empire District Electric, Amsted Industries, and Gerber Products~
e~ch of which traded 400 shares on ~the study day, showed only 1,400~
4,~00, ~nd 4,500 shares, respectively, within 10 percent of the closing
pmce.
There was some variation even within the active group. One such
issue, Westinghouse Electric, had 52,500 shares on the buy side and
l l,0d0 shares on the sell side within 10 percent, while Burroughs, with
:~ similar volume, had 8,100 shares and 22,300 sh~res respectively.
The "book market" (the spread between the best public buy and sell
orders held by the specialist) tended to be the closest for the most
active stocks (table VI-22). For active stocks, the most common
spread was ~A, with ~ range from ~/s in General Telephone & Electroni~ to 3A in Tex~s Gulf Sulphur~ each of which traded abou~t 20,000
shares on the study d~y. In mact~ve stocks (trading 1,000 shares
day or less) the most frequent spread was ~/~ but spreads as large as
3 points ~ppeared.
Stocks selling below $20 per share had much thicker books than
stocks selling at $20 and over. On the study day, 24 of the 103 stocks
studied were in the former category. These stocks had ~ total o~
2,792,400 shares on their books, which was 564,000 shares greater thun
the total on the books of the remaining 79 stocks. Five of these stocks
had books containing over 250,000 shares, whereas none of the stocks
selling at $20 or over had books this thick. These five included two
of the lowest priced issues traded on the Exchange: Rhodesian Selection Trust selling at 1V~had 727,000 shares on its book and GrahamPaige selling at 23A had 419,200 shares. Twoof the most active stoe~
in the low-priced group, Studebaker-Pa&ard and American Motors,
had 401,700 and 331,300 shares on their books, respectively.
A significant point with respect to the book is eontMnedin the testimonyof some specialists with long periods of service on the floor of
the Exchunge. Almost all of these testified that in the 1920’s and even
in the early 1930’s, the books generally contained many more orders
than in recent years, and that markets today are generally "thinner." ~
Of those who attempted to explain the change, most gave two reasons.
The first is that there are fewer speculators ; i.e., less in-and-out trading
for small profits, ~ and thus less concentration of orders close to the
market. The second is that institutional
investors have increased in
~ See also sec. 3.a, above, discussing the changes in volume characteristics
which have
led to thinner books in active stocks.
1~ Amongthe reasons the specialists
advanced for the decline in speculative
trading are
the capital gains tax holding period, highvr margin requirements,
and higher commissions.
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importance. Manyof these investors tend to hold their positions~ and
whenthey do trade, their orders are ordinarily not given to the specialist but are handled by brokers in the crowd.
c. Predictive value of the booTc
The specialist’s book has an importance beyond th’at of a mere repository of unexecuted agency orders. It serves as an indicator of
public interest in a particular securi~ty. For example~ a book conraining many orders reasonably close to the market indicates that, at
the time, the stock is an active one of wide in,retest.
On the other
hand, a light book may indicate that a stock is less active~ or that if
active~ it maybe volatile in character.
A much-argued point has been whether the number of buy-and-sell
orders contained on the book is an indicator of immediately forthcoming market trends. At the time of the Pecora hearings some specialists
1~6
argued that the book was almost valueless from this point of view.
The same argument was made in 1935, when the Commission had under
consideration a rule which would have required complete disclosure of
the book~ and the same point was reiterated during the Segregation
Study. In fact, it was argued that the contents of the book are apt to
be misleading since manyorders are not in the book--some are held by
floor brokers and others are in brokerage offices and not yet transmitted
to the floor.
Nevertheless, it seems clear that in certain instances the book is an
important indicator. A book that has ’a great many sell-stop orders
suggests that the stock will suffer a quick decline whenthese orders are
reached. In addition~ a large number of limit orders immediately
below or above the market may indicate that, in the very short run,
there is a floor or ceiling to the stock’s price.
Somespecialists testified that the trend of the market is indicated
by the orders on the book--that a book which contains manysell orders
is characteristic of a stock which will increase in price, while a book
1~7
containing many buy orders indicates that the price will decline.
One specialist stated that this theory has greater validity whenlimit
orders to sell are filling in after a stock has reached a low or limit
orders to buy are entered when a stock has just gone through ~ sharp
rally.
d. Disclosure of the 5oolc
In view of the importance of the information contained in the specialist’s book and the fiduciary relationship between the specialist and
his customer,l~s it is not surprising that provisions limiting disclosure
~
of the book were included in section 11(b) of the Exchange Act.
The House committee report on the Exchange Act stated :
Noissue has been moredisputed than that centering around the functions of
the specialist. * * * It is true that someof the worstevils associated with the
~ See, e.g., "Hearings on Stock Exchange Practice," at pp. 511 and 512.
~ It might be thought, at first consideration,
that a book heavy on the sell side would
indicate selling pressure and a book heavy on the buy side would indicate
buying power,
which would be the opposite of what the testimony indicates.
However, it has been suggested that sophisticated
investors
place limited buy orders below the market when they
are anticipating
a price decrease and sell orders above the market when they are anticipating an increase.
~ Even though the predictive value of the book may be debatable, it is obvious that the
presence of particular
orders in specific stocks could be useful knowledge, the disclosure of
which could be detrimental to the interest
of the particular
customers involved.
~ NYSErule 115 is the Exchange’s interpretation
of this prohibition.
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specialist
have centered around their participation
in pools, but there are inherent difficulties
in the situation
where under normal circumstances the available orders are known to the specialist
only--and perhaps his favored friends-l~°
and not to everyone dealing in the security involved,

Since the specialist’s book is a working tool it is not kept physically
hidden. In the course of active trading, other floor membersprobably catch an occasional glimpse of the book. The Exchange recognizes this, and in a circular dated November16, 1961, sent to all specialists, stated that the rule prohibiting specialists from revealing
the book also prohibits disclosure of the book’s contents by the physical
mannerin which it is handled.
The rule prohibiting the book’s disclosure h.as not been interpreted
by the Exchange to prohibit a specialist from telling an inquiring
broker at .which price or prices a block of stock could be purchased
or sold. Specialists have testified that, when informing a broker of
a "cleanup" price for a block, they do not, tell him the numberof shares
at each eighth but rather the lowest price the customer will receive.
The. broker does not knowwhether the specialist himself may be interpomnga bid, ’and thus cannot infer the state of the book.
With respect to disclosur~ of the size of the best bid or offer, an
interpretation of one of the Exchangerules sta’tes : "Specialists should
state the full size of t’he offer except in instances in ~vhieh they believe the proper exercise o.f the bro.kerag.e function makesit inadvisable to ’do so." ~ The floor governors, ~n an interpretation,
decided
that whenthe size of the prevailing bid or offer is requested, the full
size of aeeumul.~ted orders at the ’bid or offer price should be given,
but that a speei,Mist would be justified in withholding information
if the bid or offer were part of a single substantial order and full
disclosure would be detrimental to the interests of the customer.
Questionnaire EX-1 asked when’her specialists
thought that the
handling of block orders on the Exchange would be facilitated i’f all
memberswere entitle’d to disclosure of agency orders on the .book.
Only 2 specialists answered yes, while 354 answered in the negative.
M~ost speciMists responded that disclosure of orders on their books
would be unwise because it would permit nonmem’bersto trade against
the orders on the book. They also believed that such disclosure violated their fiduciary obligations. Twospecialists answered as follows :
This would ’create an advantage for ~.he off-the-floor
trading
market verstm the auction market o.n ’[he floor of the Exchange.

or negotiated

If the public became aware o.f unusually large orders the tendency very likely
would be for ’the public ’to wan~t to ’be on the same side of the .block. ’The execution .of the block would be more difficult,
therefore, and the fluctuations
accentuated.

The other side of the coin is, of course, that the specialist is in the
same position as others who might seek to use knowledge of the contents of the book for their ownprofit, except insofar as his activities
are circumscribed by rules.
Thus, in executing his brokerage functions, the specialist has a
powerful tool, available to him only, giving him insight into the pos~ YI.R. 138~, 7,3d Cong., 2d sess., pp~ 14~15
*~ N¥SEGuide, par. No. 2110.27. (This interpretation
is apparently misplaced as it
appears as supplementarymaterial to a rule pertaining to floor trading.)
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sible course of the market. The justification
for the special treatment can lie only in the need for such information for the most effective conduct of his ’dealer activi~.ies, which, as has been indicated,
provide the basis for the fulfilhnent of his responsibilities to maintain a fair and orderly market.
6,

THE DEALER FUNCTION

~. Mar/~et continuity
The NYSEprovides a market in which every traded security can
be bought or sold at any time during normal trading hours. The
price of the transaction ought to bear a reasonable relations’hip to the
immediately preceding one. It has been the consistent view o~ the
Exchange~ expressed on many occasions and under different circumstances~ ~hat liquidity and con’tinuity are the prime ~ndicia of the
quality of a market. Exchange President Funston h~ stated:
The S01e purpose of a modern marketpl~a’ce
is to provide the public with an
e~cient and dependable mechanism through Which securities
can be bough~t and
sold. * * * This means, ideally, tha~t every buyer and seller sh’ould be a’ble to
find his opposi~te number quickly, and at a price rea~sonably close to the lagt
~2
sale.

Some years ago the Exchange explained
liquidity ~nd continuity as ~ollows :

the premium placed on

If ’a seller came into the market and found no ’buyer who was willing ~to purchase at or near the value vf the security ~s esm~blished by the last sale, the
se]ler
would have but ’two alternatives.
He Could either
withdraw from ~he
marke~ and wait until some ~buyer entered the market who was ~lling to purchase his securi’ty at a fair price, or he could accept the bid then in the market
even ~though such bid were far below the la’~t sale and below wha’t ’the seller
considered t’o be the fair value for his security.
If a loan is secured by a particular
stock and the lending bank sees even
a single sale of that stock several points below the loan value it has placed on it,
the bank, of necessity, must ask for further collateral
or liquidate the loan, and
this liquidatio.n
may temporarily further depress the price of his stock and thereby cause others to liquidate,
even though an hour or day later purchasers may
come in and pay far more for the security
than the price caused by the tempora~ disparity
between supply and demand.

The NYSEconsidem that for a successful auction market a stock
should trade at least 100,000 shares a year, or an average of 400 shares
a day. In 1961, the issue of median activity (of all commonand preferred stocks) traded 292,300 shares during the year, or approximately
1,200 shares a day. For the 3-week study period as a whole, 50 per~nt
of the commonstocks which traded on 1 or more days traded 1,800
shares or less per day (chart VI-3).
Based on the NYSEstandard of minimum activity there would be
an average of only four round-lot transactions in the market during
the 5~ hours of trading, hardly enough to provide the basis for a
continuous auction. But even with respect to those issues which have
a more substantial volume it would be happenstance if public buyers
and sellers all were to come into the market at the same time during
the day or even at close to the same time. For example, during the
3 weeks studied, a stock was in the top quarter of activity if it traded
5,000 shares per day (chart VI-3) ; for such a stock~ there would
~e Funston, letter,

Harv. Bus. Rev., September-October1962, p. 8.
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only 50 round lots traded over a 5½-hour period. Moreover, it would
be highly coincidental if there were exactly 50 buyers and 50 se]lers~
each of whomdesired to buy or sell 1 round lot~ in any one day. In
fact~ during the 3-week study~ 50 percent of the cases had less than
15 transactmns per day (chart VI-~). On any given day orders come
in different sizes; there may be an institutional order on one side o~
the market for several thousand shares, and only a few single round
lots on the other side. This means that there are not enough public
participants at any one time to assure, in a continuous auction market~
that buy and sell orders will be so neatly matched as to provide a true
reflection of value in the classic market sense.
Specialist trading serves as a substitute for having all orders entered, durin~.~,,a continuous,
tradin
g p eriod, matched,against,oneanother. Th~s ~s what ~s meant by the funct~;on of evemng out temporary disparities between supply and demand."1~ i.e., the failure of the
small numberof pa.rt!cipants in the market at any one time to reflect,
a true composite opinion as to price. The NYSEtakes the consistent
position that it is the specialist’s dealer function that gives the market
liquidity and continuity. The president .of the Exchange stated:
* * * [I]f specialists
did not fill gaps in public supply and demand, the result
would be chaotic
markets * * * Individual
stocks would reach new highs one
TM
day and new lows the next.

On another occasion the Exchange stated"
The Ne~v York Stock Exchange
vide fair and orderly markets in
and it believes that without the
stitute,
securities markets cannot

believes that securities
exchanges should prowhich there is a reasonable continuity of prices,
specialist
system, or some yet undiscovered subbe fair and orderly.

Funston also testified that any undue tampering with the specialist
system would "ruin the auction market." x~ G~ven the thin public
markets, there is obviously some merit to this argument. The existing
specialist system results~ in most cases~ in a reasonable approximation
of what a true continuous auction market would be if there were sufficient participants at one time.
However~it has been argued that the specialist’s intervention prevents some public investors from gaining a particularly good bargain.
For example, the public market as represented by the book may be 33
bid~ offered at 35, with the last sale at 35. If a market order to sell
arrives~ and if the specialist were not to e~ter a bid for his ownaccount,
at a price over 33, some memberof the public would be able to buy at
33. Thus~ should the specialist bid over" 33~ he deprives the potential
buyer of a bargain in buying from,~a willing seller, and interferes with
the operation of a free market. [[he questio~ of whether the potential buyer~ under the then prevailing market conditions, was entitled
to an execution at 33~ cannot be answered without considering the situation from the seller’s viewpoint. Wasthe public bid of 33 or the specialist’s bid of say 343~ a more reasonable price to the seller ? The
last price was 35 and as far as the seller is concerned (and assuming
no extrinsic corporate or general market development) ~ it seems fairly
clear that 343~ is a more reasonable price than 33, especially if it is
borne in mind that without the intervention of the specialist~ the next
See sec. 6.b, below.
Funston, letter, Harv. Bus. Rev., September-October 1962, p. 8.
"Hearings on H.J. Re~. 438," at p. 116.
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public order to buy would probably be executed at 35, resulting in
three consecutive transactions at 35, 33, and 35. Under such circumstances it would seem that the buyer bidding 33 is not unreasonably
deprived of his bargain if the effect of the specialist’s intervention was
that the seller received a price more nearly in line with the preceding
and succeeding transactions, such as in a sequence of 35, 343/~, and 35.
b. Market continuity and the current regulatory pattern
Since the Exchange considers continuity and liquidity of vital significance, 1~ and in light of the volumedata presented above¢57 it is not
surprising that the exchange has increasingly e.mphasized the dealer
activities of the specialist. Nevertheless, manyimportant questions of
policy and practice arise from this emphasis.
In section 3.b, abo~e, the discl~ssion of the regulatory history of the
specialist system was carried through the Saperstein Interpretation o~
1937. The interpretation,
as supplemented by exchange rules and
policies, still remains the governing regulatory pattern. As was also
noted, the Saperstein Interpretation was preceded by about a year by
the Commission’s Segregation Report. :In fact, the interpretation embodies the concepts advanced in the Segregation Report, and thus any
description of the present regulatory pattern should start with the
recommendations made in that report.
On June 20, 1936, the Commission transmitted its Segregation Report to Congress stating :
* * * pending the acquisition
of £urther
knowledge, emphasis should be placed
on: (1) Insistence
upon the observance
of rules
against
unjustified
trading
the specialist.
* * * Trading
for his own account
should meet an affirmative
prover of justification
and is not to be condoned simply because its undes,irabil~ty
cannot be established
in each case. (2) The development
of appropriate
restrictions
governing
the conditions
under which the specialist
may trade with his
~
book.

The report suggested three possible rules to regulate specialist
dealer activitie.s. ~ Twoof these )~ou]d have prevented a specialist
from trading with the book in a ~ ay that would have the effect of
widening the quoted market ; i.e., "cleaning up the book," thus creating
or accentuating price movements: when a specialist trades with the
book he often "reaches" for a bid or offer which is apt to establish a
newprice level, whereas if he waits :[or solneone else to trade with him,
he is less likely to establish a new level. For example, the quote may
be 50 bid, offered at 51, with the last sale at 50~ and with the specialist
as broker bidding for 200 shares at 50 for the book. If the specialist
sells 10.0 shares for his own account, to the book at 50, he creates a
newpmce; if he "cleans up the book" by selling it 200 shares, the next
bid may be at 49~, and thus he has widened the quote2 ~° The third
proposal would have prevented the specialis~ from trading with the
book at prices that would establish newhighs or ]o.ws for the day, thus
preventing the specialist from stimulating public speculation by his
own trades.
~ In fact, the Exchange encourages issuers to split their stocks to bring prices to favor.
able levels fron~ the viewpoint of liquidity.
~vSee sec. 3.a, above, which points ,u~ that volume in the most active stocks has
diminished over the last 30 years.
~s Segregation Report, at p. 111.
~ Ibid.
~0 By preventing the specialist
from dealin~ with the book in these situations,
these
proposals would also have had the effect of ameliorating the conflict of interest
problems
which exist when the specialist
trades with his own customers. See sec. 7.a,, below.
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The Saperstein Interpretation
did not adopt these proposals as
rules, accepting the arguments advanced by the NYSEthat hard and
fast rules governing a specialist’s conduct could not be developed since
a specialist’s transactions "must be judged in relation to constantly
changing market conditions." The most important part of the Saperstein Interpretation states:
I wish first
to emphasize that compliance
with the rule TM cannot be evidenced
by a mere .showing that a transaction
by a speeiali,st
for his own aecoun~t had no
undesirable
effect,
or even no d’iseernible
effect
upon the market. The phrasing
of the rule leaves no doubt that it prohibits
all transactions
four the. aeeount of a
specialist,
excepting
only such transactions
as are properly
a part of a course of
dealings
reasonably
necessary
to permit the specialist
to maintain
a fair
and
orderly
market,
or to act as an odd-lot
dealer.
In my opinion,
therefore
each
tran,saction
by a specialist
for his own account must meet the test of reas.~nable
necessity.

The Interpretation
goes on to set forth standards of performance
derived from the general rule confining speeialis~ transactions to those
reasonably necessary to maintain a fair gnd orderly market. Transactions necessary to maintain a fair and orderly market were characterized as those which were "reasonably calculated to contribute to
the maintenance of price continuity gnd to minimize the effects of
temporary disparity between supply and demand." A broad exception was created by permitting a transaction to be justified not only
by existing market conditions but also by antieip~.ted market conditions, in other words, permitting specialists to position themselves.
~-~
through trading in order to service the market if the trend changes.
This exception materially increases the already subjective nature of
the regulation of specialist trading.
After its injunction against unnecessgry dealing, the Interpretation
set forth three types of "transactions" effeeted by ~ speei.alist in t~king
or increasing ~ position which tend to have a detrimentM effect upon
the market and are therefore ordinarily unjustifiable2 ~ The first was
a purchase above the price of the last preceding transaction. The seeond was ~ purchase of all or su.bstantially all the stock offered on the
book at the last preceding price. The third was supplying all or
substantially all of the stock bid for on the book at the last sale price.
The latter two rules were directed against "cleaning up the book."
It was also pointed out that specialist .transactions having similar
market results, although not effeeted with the book, would generally
TM
be precluded.
Until the Amexreport, the Saperst:ein Interpretation was the last
Commission pronouncement concerning specialists.
In the intervening years implementation of the general policies and specific recommendations set forth in the ~Saperstein Interpretation was under~ The reference is to what is now NS~SErule 104, which then read as follows :
"No specialist
shall effect on the Exchange purchases or sales of any security in which
such specialist
is registered,
for any account in which he, or the firm of which he is a
partner, or any partner of such firm, is directly, or indirectly interested’, unless such dealings
are reasonably necessary to permit such specialist
to maintain a fair and ord,erly market,
or to act as an odd-lot dealer in such security."
~ This would, ordinarily mean that if a specialist
anticipated that the price of the stock
was going to rise and that he would have to supply stock at higher prices he could accumula.te,
a.l.ong position (even if his purchases do not contribute to price continuity or to
mm~m~zmgdisparities
between supply and demand).
~a~ The transactions
referred to are similar to those which woul~d have been prevented by
the rule proposals of the Segregation Report, but they are not flatly prohibited.
a"~ These prohibited transaction’s
mean, in effect, that specialists
cannot engage in positioning activities
when, such activities
are not only unnecessary to provide market continuity but may create or accentuate price movements.
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taken by the exchanges. The NYSErestated the principal contents
of the Saperstein Interpretation
as interpretative
material to its
specialist rules, 1°5 and evolved a series of tests to determine compliance
1~
with the rules.
The present tests form the core of the Exchange’s system for surveillance of specialists. ~ For each unit, examination is madeof all transactions during a 2-week period (selected on a surprise basis) in each
calendar quarter. The basic tool of specialist surveillance is Exchange
Form 81, ~ which calls for information as to date, time, nu.mber of
shares bought or sold, price, tick¢ ~’ and daily opening position. Summaries o.f the dat~ shownin the forms are then prepared so as to show
results in three basic respects: the percentage of specialist dealer
participation, the "stabilization" percentage, and the carryover posi~°
tion from day to day.
The first .tes~ simply measures the degree to which the specialist unit
has participated as a dealer in each of its stocks. The next, the "stabilization" test, measures each specialist purchase and sale against the
previous transaction in the sameissue. This test is a transactional one
which, in light of the immediately preceding transaction, assigns each
specialist trade to a "stabili~’ing" or "destabilizing" category. The
third test, involving overnight positions, aggregates the unit’s positions and shows the number of days that the overnight position fell
into certain ranges. Each specialist~unit is given a summaryfour times
a year setting forth its "stabilization" and participation percentages
and comparing them with the average percentage of all units studied
during the same period.
The Exchange’s floor department supplements these routine studies
with more elaborate studies. These, of which there were more than
4,000 in the past year, actually reconstruct tl~e market for the period
under examination, m Market reconstructions
are made in several
situations, some arising from the routine 2-week studies, others from
complaints by customers, memberfirms or issuers, and yet others from
~"
the Exchange’s "stock watch" procedure2
T~e Special Study’s analyst’s of manyof these studies leads to the
conclusion that it is difficult to perceive any objective standards which
are applied in determining whether a specialist has performed within
the rules. Moreover, in almost all eases the studies result in no more
than a generalized warning to the specialist
to improve his per~ This material now appears following NYSErule 104, the basic specialist
rule, which
prohibits all tran.sactions
except those reasonably necessary to maintain a fair and’ orderly
market.
"
The Exchange’s restatement
of the Saperstein Interpretation
is somewhat different
from
the original document. The most s.ignificant
difference is that while the Saperstein Interpretation specically
states that the transactions
are not permissible merely because they
have no ~narket impact, the restatement expresses the concept in more general terms. Also,
the Interprelation
is prohibitory in tone while the Exchange restatement
is admonitory In
tone. Since the guidelines set forth are general, the difference in emphasis is important.
~ These tests seem to have been formulated around 1940.
~"~ N¥SE surveillance
of specialists
is discusse4 in ch. XII.
The present surveillance
system of the Amexis similar to that of the NYSE.
x~s A copy of this form appears in app. VI-E.
~
~oSee
Seesec.
app. 6.d, below.
~7~ This is an e~tremely complex task under present procedures. The Exchange gets tape
time of transactions
from one source; volume of each tran, saction from another; quotes
from a third; daily volume from a f~urth ~ member particiloation
from two other sources
a~d in some cases, the book is reconstructed (see see. 5.b, above, d,i~cussing the difficulties
involved in~ reconstructing
the book).
The Exchange’s proposed automation will simpl4f:¢
many, but not all, of these proced~res.
~e The "stock watch" procedure is discussed more fully in ch. XII.
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formance in a specific area,. 173 Final conclusions on the adequacy of
the routil~e tests and the supplementary studies cannot be arrived at,
however, without reviewing m some detail the actual working o.f the
specialist system and considering the motives that are likely to be
involved in particular activities.
c. Economicso)¢ the dealer/unction
A substantiM portion of specialists’ income derives from their activities as dealers. 174 This portion comes from the "jobber’s turn,"
the profits which arise from being a professional dealer, and from
selling inventory which has appreciated.
The dealer’s profit is quite similar to the profit that any middleman
realizes when he buys low and sells high. The public investor using
market orders is most likely to execute a buy order at the offer side
of the market, while a market sell order is normally executed at the
bid. ~ In contrast to the public investor, the specialist usually buys
at his ownbid and sells at his ownoffer. To take a simplified example,
sides of the
market for his
a specalist
is
quotin~_g
bothown account,
....
bidding gll/~ and offemng at 42; two pubhc market orders armve ~n
sequence, the first to sell and the second to buy. The first investor
wouldordinarily sell to the specialist at 41~/~, increasing the specialist’s
position by 100 shares and the second investor would buy from the
specialist at the offer of 42. The specialist wouldthus have a 1/~-point
~
profit.
That this is a profitable process is indicated by an analysis of the
3-~veek trading data. The analysis, which covered 25 stocks, disregarded any transaction in which the specialist did not participa.te
and considered only the specialist’s transaction in relation to his own
previous principal transaction on the opposite side. The examination
measured the numberof transactions in which the specialist sold above
his previous purchase or bought below his previous sale, ~ by va~ious
differences in price. Questions of inventory appreciation aside, a
specialist’s
sale above his previous purchase or purchase below his
previous sale may be considered a potential source of profit, whereas
transactions on the opposite side present potential losses. The analysis indicated tlmt specialists’ transactions in these 25 stocks were
potentially profitable 87.9 percent of the time and potentially unprofitable 6.6 percent of the time; 5.5 percent of the transactions were
effeeted at no change from the previous transaction (table ¥I-23).~s
~ This topic is more fully developed in oh. XII.
~7~ See sec. 4.b, above.
¯ ~ 5Iost specialists believe that with a market o:’der tt~e broker is "held to the tape," i.e.,
to get the custo~ner the best existing bid or offer. See the discussion in sec. ,5.a, above.
~ If the two brokers representing
the buyer and seller happened to arri~’e at the pos~
at the same time they might arrange a trade at 41a/~ thereby eliminating
the "jobber’s
turn."
~For. example, if the specialist
transactions
were a purehas~ at 3~, a sale ~t 35~, a
purchase at 35)~, he would have sold above his previous purcha,se and purchased beneath
his .previous sale. These are potentially orofital.qe
transactions.
Potenti,nlly
unprofitable
transactions
are those where the specialist
purchased at a price above his previous sale
or sold at a price belowhis previouspurchase,, ; for example.
,,
. ,sale. ,at 43. purchase,, at 43~, /.,.
sales at 43¼. The transactions
are termed potentially
profitable
or unprofitable
because
no attempt to compute actual profit was mad’,e since the size of transactions
was ignored.
a~SWhen the purchase and sale are at the same price, the specialist
suffers a net
because of the clearing expenses and transfer
taxes that he must pay.
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A closer examination fol,]ows"
TAnL]~ VI-e.--NYSE

specialists’
[Weeks ending

Potential

profit

of--

potentially
profitable
stocks
Jan.

-Percent of
transactions

18.7

% .........................

33.3

1~ .........................
~/s or more ..................
No change ......................

in 25 selected

27, Mar. 24, and June 16, 1961]

~ ..........................
%.........................

trartsactions

15.8

9.4
10. 7
5. 5

Potential
loss of-~ ..........................

~A.........................
%or more..................
Total

Percent of
transactions
3.7

1.3
1.6

100. 0

The results were unaffected by whether the stock increased or decreased in price during the period studied. On the other hand it was
found that those stocks with proportionately more transactions (taking
into account all participants) at variations of 1A point and over generally had a greater proportion of specialist transactions that were
potentially profitable by 1/~ point and over (table VI-2~). Thus, the
specialist has an economic motive to quote wide spreads in his stocks.
It was also found that there were 318 instances (including only
situations involving 500 slmres or more) in which the specialist purchased and sold the same number of shares during the course of a
day. All but 28 of these resulted in profits for the day. The median
profit earned was $0.31 a share and almost two-thirds of all profitable
situations resulted in profits between $0.11 and $0.50 a share (table

VI-9~5).

Finally, the testimony of several specialists
confirmed that the
process of a purchasing at the bid and selling at the offer is probably
the most significant source of the dealer profits. One stated with
respect to specialists’ activities as middlemen:
* * * [L]et’s
take a firm like Merrill
Lynch, one minute they might have
a buy order and the next a sell order.
He purchases
from the specialist
and
sells
to the specialist
subsequently.
Very often,
he would say, "If I only waited
a minute I could have [crossed ~the orders] myself."

The amount of this gross trading profit or "jobber’s turn" per share
traded may be roughly calculated. Total trading profits in 1959 and
1960 "~ were $37,005,000 and the number of shares purchased by specialists was 246,276,000; is0 the resulting average profit per share was
15 cents. 1~ Viewed another way, this 15 cents pei share may be regarded as the fee or service charge, to buyers and sellers using market
orders, for price continuity and liquidity. Had these investors met
through a mediumwhich did not insure "instant" liquidity,
and had
~ See sec. 4.b., above.
¯ so Total specialist
sales in 1959 and 1960 were 246,313,000 shares. The number of specialists’
completed transactions
(i.e.,
those in which the specialist
bought and sold)
represen, ted~ by the lower figure, in this case, the purchase figure.
xsx However, it should not be overlooked that aside from the "jobber’s turn" specialists
may profit from inventory a,ppreciation
or lose from inventory depreciation.
~Speclallsts
who are bullish may deliberately
allow their positions to accumulate, may acquire a position through the purchase of a block, or may purcha=e
- stock by taken
" g offered stock. CarryIng an inventory involves greater risks than intraday trading, but also the possibility
of
greater profit (or loss) than the "jobber’s turn." It is interesting
to note that the specialist
unit which carries the largest positions had the largest dealer profit in 1959 and
the largest dealer loss in 1960.
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they been forced to wait for a party on the other side, it may be assumed that the 15 cents would be divided, the buyer paying 7.5 cents
less and the seller receiving 7.5 cents moreper share.
In the course of earning this profit, the specialists maintain a low
inventory. The data show that viewed for almost any period of time,
specialist purchases and sales are almost in balance. :For exampl%in
the period of the 3-week study specialists pro’chased 9~895,440 shares
and sold 9,577,090 shares, or a difference of 3.3 percent between shares
purchased and shares sold. Breaking this down weekly, the percentage differences are:
Jan. 27 ........................
Mar. 24 ........................
June 16 ........................

4.5
1.4
5.1

This is not surprising in view of the specialist;s function in providing
market continuity since, as just pointed out~ the specialist buys from
one investor and sells to another who comes to the market later. It
appears from daily transactional data in particular stocks that buyers
and sellers are nearly in balance in many stocks. Thus, on a daily
basis for the same 3 weeks, specialists’ net purchase and sale balances
(i.e., the difference between their purchases and sales) were 200 shares
or less in at least 43 percent of the "stock-days" ~s~ in which they partieipated (app. VI-A, table 9 and.chart 9). Also the daily purchase
and sale balance is usually small u hen comparedwith their total purchases and sales (table VI-26).
It also appears that the volumeof specialists’ trading is quite high
in relation to their inventory. For example, on one sample day, June
16, 1961, specialists
had an aggregate long and short position of
3,229,556 shares. If long-term investment positions ~s~ are substraeted
from the total inventory the resulting figure becomes 2,338,823
shares.-- On the same day, specialists sold 473,460 shares, or about
20 percent of their inventory. This also seems to indicate that a major
source of trading profit is intraday trading.
Manyof the problems associated with the dealer function arise from
the normal profit pattern just described. Some of these stem from
activity by the specialist to adjust his trading to maximizethe operation of this profit pattern. In doing so, he tends to avoid situations
where this pattern is not operable and/or where there is substantial
:~ The "stock day" concept is analogous to the man-hour or man-day concepts utilized
in economic statistics.
Thus, just as 10 man-days of labor may represent
the work of
10 men on 1, day, 2 men on e~ch of 5 days, etc., 10 "stock days" may represent 10 stocks
traded on 1 day, 2 stocks traded on each of 5 days, etc. That is, any stock which trades
on more than 1 day is counted as one for each day it trades ; e.g., General Motors trading
on 3 days during a period under study would be counted as 3 stock-days.
If 900 stocks
are traded on the Exchange on Monday, 1,100 on Tuesday, 1,050 on Wednesday, 9g0 on
Thursd.ay, and 1,,100 on Friday, the total number of "stock days" for the week would be
5,100.
The primary merit of the "stock d~ay" approach is that it allows a study, by d.ay~, of
all trading over the period studied, but at the same time breaks down this trading according to the daily performance of each stock. Although stocks cannot be identified
by name,
the characteristics
of each stock for each day it trades (its price, price range, and volume,
etc.) are preserved.
Thus it is possible to examine the trading of any particular
group
(public,
members, or any class of members) with respect to stocks classified
according
to those characteristics
; for example, public trading in low-priced stocks, member trading
in volatile stocks, floor trader trading in active stocks, etc., as each stock displayed such
characteristics
on each day it traded--in
other words, on each "stock-day."
A complete explanation
of the process of analyzing these data is set forth in app.
VI-A.
~a~ See sec. 6.i, below.
~sa Of course, the long-term investment position includes inventory which may or may
not be held for 6 months or more. Nevertheless,
these figures do represent the amount of
stock that specialists
have identified
as stock being held for treatment as long-term
investments.
96-746---63~pt.
2----7
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risk of loss, even though there may be an inconsistency between this
practice and the regulatory limitations placed upon his conduct and his
responsibili~ties
as a marketmaker. These problems are described
below and some of them are more fully discussed in the succeeding
sections.
First, to maximizeprofitable trading the specialist mayseek to trade
as often as possible in active stocks. The more often he can fit within
the spread the more often he can profit.
Second, the specialist may tend to engage in "daylight trading,"
185
i.e., activity calculated to avoid carrying an overnight position.
Third, problems arise from some of the techniques used by the specialist to liquidate inventories. He can adjust the spread, i.e., the
price of his bids and offers (within the framework of the public market) while adjusting the size~ of his bid or offer, tie can make the
size of his offer larger in relation to his bid so that in the normalcourse
of the day he sells more than he buys:
Q. Would you become a better
Would your offer be b~gger than
A. On every rally,
instead
of
let it rally half a dollar and just

seller
than buyer [to reduce a long position]
?
you bid ?
letting
a stock say, rally two dollars,
you might
keep offering stock.

This is merely part of the normal trading activity by which the specialist re~tlizes his trading profits. However, some specialists have
testified that these methodsare passive : if there is insufficient demand
at the market, changingthe offering price or the size of the offer will be
ineffective to liquidate inventory. If the specialist is unable to sell
at his offer he can sell to the public bids, which will often be limit
orders to buy on his book.ls~ Whenhe does this, he is not realizing
the normal jobber’s profit. Such "reaching" across the market by the
specialist is a moreactive form of liquidation than whenhe sells at his
offer, and may result in an immediately lower price than the preceding
xs*
transaction,
Fourth, the specialist can attempt to maximize the "jobber’s turn"
by quoting his stock with a wide spread. For example, if the spread
between his bid and offer were 3~ rather than ~/~ of a point, the specialist has a potential of an extra ~/~-point profit. The problem of
spreads becomeseven more acute in inactive stocks where the specialist
will widen the spread to protect against a possible inventory loss by
increasing the potential dealer profit as much as possible. The most
extreme manifestation of this is found in the practice of nominal
c.luotes which somespecialists use in very inactive stocks. The specialist will quote on side of the market so far from a realistic price that
no broker would deal at the quotes established. Whenan order does
cometo the floor, the price can be negotiated or, rather than deal him~s~ It will be recalled that the Superstein Interpretation
generally requires each trade to
be affirmatively
justified
by market necessity.
~The vice here is that there may be some
trading calculated
to reduce positions
not so justified.
On the other hand, there may,
at some times, be a failure
to trade to avoid accumulating an inventory.
See see. 6.g.
below.
~s~ These are the transactions ~vhich are generally prohibited by the Saperstein Interpretation except for the liquidation of positions. See sec. 6.b, above.
~s~ The problem of liq~idating
a position is present in m~ny areas of trading. It is for
this reason that floor traders generally trade in active stocks (see pt. F of this chapter),
and regional stock exchange specialists
are reluctant
to assume positions in their sole
listings
unless these stocks have a large public market. (See eh. VIII.E.)
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self, the specialist may seek a counter party amongmemberfirms who
lss
have previously manifested an interest in the issue,
Thus, the profit pattern will not only tend to cause wide quotes in
inactive stocks, but the specialist may attempt to avoid participating
or taking positions in such stocks.. The 3-week study showed 56 percent of the stock days in which specialists participated were in the
top half of all stock days ranked by activity, the other 44 percent of
the stock days in which they participated falling in the bottom half
(chart VI-3). Although the tendency is slight, it is made more
si~lificant by the fact that it is precisely in the inactive stocks that
specialist participation is most needed, and it is confirmed by several
specialists who testified that they are reluctant to take positions in
inactive stocks.
The reason is fairly obvious; a position in an inactive stock with a
thin book would tend to "lock in" the specialist. In such issues, he has
no assured flow of orders through which he can quickly realize the
"jobber’s turn." Although he may buy ’at his own bid, the lack of a
counter party within a reasonable time compels him to hold the stock in
inventory at the risk of market movements. By the time a counter
party arrives i~ the market, extrinsic events may have changed the
price to a point where the specialist can no longer realize a profit by
.selling at his own offer. As was pointed out above, even a. wide spread
~s no longer a ~ource of profit or even protection against loss.
There is not only general lack of activity in such stocks, but their
books are likely to ’be thin (table VI-21) so that he lacks the "escape
valve" of trading with the book to reduce his position2 s" The floor
department frequently exhorts specialists to close spreads and make
better price continuity in the less active issues, but very often it is
de6medan acceptable excuse that the issue is an inactive one with few
orders on the book.
Thus, it seems that in inactive issues where specialist participation
may be most needed, the risks are greatest while the chances of trading
profit are lower, so that the specialist’s incentives for makinga close,
continuous market are reduced2 ~° Conversely, the more active the
issue, the greater the specialist’s economicincentive to carry the eoneepts of liquidity and continuity as far as possible: the depth of the
book and volume of general activity provide means for liquidation,
while ~he turnover assures continuous profit from the "jobber’s turn."
In view of the economic motivations underlying the trading tendencies, it is somewhatsurprising that Exchangeofficials testifying as to
the Exchange’s position vigorously denied that surveillance of specialists should include judg~nents as to lhe profitability
of particular
transactions; in fact, profi~ and loss data are generally ignored with
~ The clearest
example of this phenomenon is to be found at "Post 30," where a large
group of inactive stocks are handled by one specialist
unit. These specialists
take only
nominal positions, usually for odd-lot purposes. Their office maintains 28 wire connections
with member firms interested
in these issues.
When an order comes to the floor the
specialist
makes use of this extensive wire network to find interest.
When the specialist
does consummate the transaction,
the parties
will usually give him part of the order
to "write out," so that he is compensated by’ floor brokerage.
~s~ One specialist ~vith mainly inactive stocks testified :
"Q. How do you go about adjusting your own position ?
"A. It is very hard in our case. You can’t turn around an~ say; ’I will sell the stock
to a bid,’ because our books are very thin. * * * But, to say that we have any means
that we can reduce our positions, in our stocks, we cannel do it."
~o This must be qualified : there are many differences between specialist
units, and some
make better markets in inactive stocks than others.
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respect to p~rticular transactions or the overall situation of specialist
units, ttowever, on an ad hoc basis, the Exchange occasionally does
take profitability into ,~ccount when judging performance, usually in
situations in which the economics involved are exculpatory, though in
a few cases specialists have been criticized because their economic
191
position was such as to have permitted better performance.
A fe~v examples may illustrate
these points. A market study in
ABCVending was performed in May 1960 with respect to the price
action of that stock near the close on April 29. The floor department
concluded that because the specialist had a short position, his makinga
certain purchase to cover that position was ~ustifiable despite the fact
that the purchase caused price discontinuity292 In response to criticism about their marketmaking activities,
the specialists
in South
Puerto Rico Sugar stated that they had experienced a $50,000 loss in
this stock (and a $70,000 loss in another issue) and that they were
not willing to "sink any more money into a position in a stock that
they knew would go down." The explanation
was accepted. In a
study of the sharp decline in AmericanOptical on Auto, st 1, 1961, the
floor department noted that since the specialist was short immediately
before the decline, there were "some doubts concerning [the specialist’s] * * * failure to make a stand at some price instead of permitting it to sell down substantially
in the last few minutes on low
lss
volume,
From these and other examples, ~s~ it would seem that the
obligations of the statute and the Exchange rules are interpreted by
specialists and in some instances b~ the floor department in a waythat
takes into account the specialist
s immediate economic situation.
However, as pointed out above, the Exchange utilizes such data in a
vacuum because it generally ignores the overall profitability
of the
business.
d. Problems of participation
(1) Introduction
Even though the regulato~T pattern contemplates tha~t the specialist’s basic function as dealer is to provide market continuit~( and liquidity, this does not answer the question o~ how much liqmdity and
continuity is called for either as a minimumor maximum;i.e., the desirable level of specialist dealer participation in relation to the volume
of trading in a particular security. This is among the most complex
and subtle of the problems connected with the specialist role. It includes questions of both underparticipation and overparticipation~in
other words, it relates on the one hand to the degree of obligation to
participate and, on the other, to limitations on the freedom to partici~ On only one occasion was a specialist
warned that a specific
stock (probably one of
the most reraunerative
on the Exchange for specialists)
was profitable
enough so that he
should be prepared to take a loss, in a range of $25,000 to $50,000, in maintaining a fair
and orderly market. An Exchange official
testified
that, despite the general language in
this admonition, this did not represent any general policy and, in fact, was limited to the
specific facts concerning this particular stock.
~ Here the economic justification
was sent to the complainant,
a member firm, and
apparently this is the only instance that such a justification
of specialist
activities
was
sent outside the Exchange or even to a member firm.
~s The public complainant
was merely given aggregate
figures
with respect
to the
specialist’s
purchases and was told that because of "the records of the dealings of the
specialist
* * * and the selling pressure overhanging the market, ~ve see no reasons to
criticize the efforts of the specialist * * * "
~ In one memorandum it was stated ~hat the specialist
"frankly cannot afford to go
~hort any more * * *. ,[H]le has lost over $70,000," and in another the wide spreads
m a stock were justified
on the gr(~und that the specialist
was shor~ and there was
persistent
buyer.
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.pate. Also included is the question of "daylight trading," which may
revolve elements of both underpartieipation and overparticipation.
The problem of "how much partidpation"
is not wholly resolved
in the fbllowing discussion, nor can it be : Whileit is possible to formulate more exact tests than those now used to measure the impact of
specialist trading on the market, there is no single formula, to determine in advance the appropriate level of participation generally or
for particular stocks. In this and succeeding sections, therefore, the
attempt is only to highlight various facets of the problem and to suggest, ~n the section on continuity with depth, appropriate principles
governing the level of participation.
In light of the impossibility of devising a single hard-and-fast
formula, it becomes necessary to administer the applicable standards
in a discriminating and sophisticated manner, taking into account the
varying needs and facts of the particular situation. At present the
surveillance of the dealer function has been generally marked by indiscriminate encouragementof a high level of participation, failure to
take action with respect to inadequate participation, and an apparent
desir~ to project the image of the specialist as a market "stabilizer."
(2) Duty to participate
Section 11 of the :Exchange Act has no provision requiring speciMists to participate in the market as principal. :Exchange rule 104, the
basic provision governing specialist trading, prohibits specialists from
engaging in transactions other than those reasonably necessary to
maintain a fair and orderly market; in the supplementary material
following rule 104: an affirmative obligation to participate is stated.
This material states that the specialist’s function "in addition" to the
execution of agency orders is "the maintenance, insofar as reasonably
practicable, of a fair and orderly market * * * " A further elaboration merely states ’that in the discharge of this function "it is commonly desirable that [a] .specialist engage to a reasonable degree under
existing circumstances ~n dealings for his own account * * * "lss
In fact, specialists participated in one degree or another in 83 percent
of the stock days during the 3 weeks studied; i.e., they participated
to some extent in most stocks. The level of their participation is
discussed below.
Although. ~, the su. p.plementarymaterial, followingrule 104 appears, to
reqmre that speemhsts deal for their own account, there is no specific
requirement that they quote a reasonable market (with respect to the
spread between bid and offer).
However, the Exchange often
criticizes specialists for wide quotes and Exchangeofficials and various
specialists agree that specialists are obligated to quote reasonable
markets, lss In this connection, specialists are occasionally criticized
for withdrawing a bid or offer and thus refusing to trade. In one such
case, a specialist threatened to withdraw his offer after a dispute with
a floor broker and was later informed that "under no circumstances
should he ever threaten to withdrawa bid or offer." ~s~
~ N:gSE Guide, par. No. 2104.10. It should be noted that this interpretative
material
seemingly has the force of a rule in that some years ago specialist
registrations
were
revoked for failure to deal. See sec. 3.b, above. At the same time of the Pecora hearings
the Exchange had no policy requiring specialists
to deal. S. Rept. 1455, 73d Cong., 2d
sess., p. 26 (1934).
¯ ~ The Exchange does tolerate
the practice of nominal quotations tn inactive
stocks,
as noted above.
~ On "firmness" in over-the-counter
markets, see ch. VII.C.
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(3) Level of participation
Routine surveillance of specialists has tended to emphasize greater
participation.
As noted ~bove, one of the tests of specialists’ performance measures nothing but participation.
This test, commonly
referred to as "TTV"(twice total volume), measures specialist tradin~ against volume in each stock by doubling the volume and dividing
it ]~nto the sumof the specialist’s purchases and sales. 19s Doublingthe
resulting figure provides the percentage of the specialist’s total participation in volume.; i.e., the percentage of volume in which the
specialist
participated
as either buyer or seller. Such a measure
might be called the specialist participation rate or "SPR." 199 Whatever the formulation used, the growth in specialist participation since
1936--under .the Exchange Act and the Saperstein interpretation-is striking. Specialists from 1937 to 1953 had an SPR ranging from
15.5 percent to 21.2 percent. Starting in 1954, the SPR increased
sharply until it exceeded 29 percent in 1959, 1960, and 1961 (table

vI-27).

As was pointed out at section 6.b above, the Saperstein interpret.ation prohibits unnecessary specialist trading in view of the specialist’s
unique trading advantages and the conflict of interest inherent in tho
combined broker-dealer ftmction. The degree of necessary participation in turn varies with different stocks, depending upon such things as
activity, ~he thickness of book, and the price trend. Recognition of
this required variation in participation may be found in a statement by
the president of the exchange :
In so-called
bread-and-butter
stocks,
like General Motors, Standard Oil
Jersey,
the big stocks,
where the public
activity
is such that there is
buying and selling
so that the specialist
does not have to participate
much * * * the specialist
maybe deals in 5 percent
of the transactions.
other end of the scale are the least
well known stocks,
where the public
so active in the market, where the specialists
may have to deal in 30 or 40
~
of the dealings.

of New
enough
very
On the
is not
percent

Whenthe SPR was computed generally for all specialists
and compared with volume, there was some tendency toward higher partici~°~
pation in the less active stocks (app. VI-A, table 5 and chart 5).
Despite this tendency, however, some specialists have high participation rates in active stocks; for example, in 17 percent of the instances
in which volume was over 10,000 shares a day during the 3 weeks,
specialists had an SPR of more than 45 percent (app. VI-A, table 5).
Actually, participation seems to be as mucha function of individual
attitude and capital as it is of the qualities of particular types of issues.
a~s For example, a stock for the period under consideration had a volume of 100,000 shares.
The specialist
bought 16,000 shares and sold 14,000 shares, t/is TTV is 15 percent, computed as follows :
Specialls.t
: Purchases (16,000) + sales (14,000) =~0,000
Twice total
volume {100,000+100,000)
=200,000
The maximumspecialist
rI’TV is 50 percent, because he can participate
a.s dealer on only
one side of each transaction.
~ Another measure of specialist
dealer participation
is to dlvl~e the number of transactions in which the specialist
participated
in a stock by the total number of transactions in
that stock. ~uring the 3-week study, specialists
participated
t~ a slightly lower percentage
of transactions
than of volume, with a transaction
participation
rate of 24.3 percent versus
a 28.6-percent volume participation
rate.
e0o "Hearings on l=I.J. Res. 438," at p. 114.
~o~ This is not inconsistent
with see. 6.e, above, referring
to whether there was any
participation
at all by specialists
and noting their tendency to avoid inactive stocks; the
discussion here concerns the participation
rate in stocks in which specialists did participate.
Because volume in these stocks are low, when the specialist
does partlctpato his rate of
participation
tends to be high.
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Onespecialist indicated that in very active stocks specialists need not
participate to any significant extent; on the other hand, a speeialist
(who has some very active stocks) believes that any time he can inject
himself in the market he is doing a "bett.er job." The significance of
capital emerges more dearly when the focus is on the specialist unit
instead of on individual stocks. Thus, when specialist units’ ranking
by capital is compared with their share volume as dealer (per stock),
a relationship is found between the two factors--the larger the capital,
the higher the level of trading (chart VI-b), although the fact that
well capitalized specialist units receive more active stocks undoubtedly
accounts for some of the higher level of trading.
Chart

VI-b

NEW YORK STOCKEXCHANGE
SPECIALIST CAPITAL vs. AVERAGE SPECIALIST VOLUME PER STOCK
(Number
of spemalist
unitsin each
classof specialistcapitalfalhnginto eachclassof average
speciatislvolume
persiock)
KEY:
Shadlogs representthe
number of specfalfst
unit~.

5

ist 2nd 3rd 4th Top
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
Average Spec[al~atgO[ume per Stock

?
0 md I

Spec~al~Lcapita| calculated ag vf the end of 1960o
Average s pectalistvolume pe~ stock calculatedfur the three weeks ended
.]anuary
27, ~rch24 and June 16,.1961.

Further. emphasizin g.the role .°f the. s pyecialist’s., ca p.ital andattitude
is the w~de range among the umts m thmr partm~patmn rates. Thus,
during the 3-week study, the SPR varied from 11 percent for the lowest unit in the bottom deeile of specialist units, to 51 percent for the
highest unit (table VI-28). Participation in transactions (as dis~
tinguished from volume) also revealed a wide range ; a similar rankin~
showedthe lowest unit participating in 6 percent ~f MI transactions i~
its specialty stocks, w dle the highest participated in 44 percent. Such
extreme ranges were also found in each unit’s positions in relation to
the daily market volume in its stocks during the period. Thus, the
lowest unit’s average position was 12 percent of the average daily
market volume of its stocks, while the highest had an average position
of 858 percent, or 8½ times as great as the daily average market
volume in its stocks (taMe VI-28).
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Specialists recognize that the extent of their dealer participation
should vary amongdifferent types of stocks~ but nevertheless seem to
have a general understanding that the higher tile participation rate
the better. Somespecialists have testified that continuity and liquidity are enhanced whenever anyone interposes any bid or offer in the
market. On this theory any time the specialist interposes a bid or
offer within ~he previously existing sprcad~ there is "affirmative" justification and the original thrust of the Saperstein II~terpretation--to
minimize specialist
trading--is
avoided. Similarly~ the Exchange
often considers a high participation rate in itself exculpatory, whena
specialist’s activity is questioned. Illustrative of this is a letter which
the exchange wrote to a public complainant agreeing that there was
room for improvementin the quotations in a particular stock~ but going
on to state:
In fairness t(~ the specialist,
however, I must point out that during the eight
spot check weeks in 1961, their dealings comprised 16.4 percent of all purchases
and sales in [the particular
issue] as compared to a general average of 15.3 percent for all specialists.
A further check in March of this year showed a dealings
percentage of 18.2 percent * * * in [the issue].

I~Iowever~ there seems to be no reason why a high level of participation should by itself exonerate the specialist.
As was pointed out~
the economics underlying the dealer function tend to motivate the
specialist to maximize his trading in active stocks with thick books~
despite the fact that the public alone may provide reasonable liquidity
~nd price continuity in such stocks. Nevertheless, in s~pite of the
regulatory principle calling for p.articularistic affirmative justification
of specialist dealer participation and despite the Exchange~sown recognition that different .stocks maycall for different levels of participation, in recent years the Exchange has generally pursued ~ policy of
favoring high dealer participation.
One manifestation of this policy
is that specialists with a high level of participation are likely to be
favored in the allocation of newlylisted issues.
Not only is encouragement of a high level o.~ specialist dealer activity in ~tocks that already have adequate public markets unwarranted in light of the regulatory principle~ but the injection of the
specialist in an active stock maylead to investors ~ obtaining less favorable prices in order to provide for the specialist’s "jobber~s turn."
Then again~ the indiscriminate encouragement of higher participation creates more opportunities for conflicts of interest between the
specialist dealer and brokerage activities. ~°~- Finally~ such increased
specialist trading leads to more specialist domination of m~rket prices
rather than to their establishment through the free interplay of in~°*
vestor buying and selling.
Although the Exchange has tended to ignore the problems of excessive specialist participation per se~ there has been more effective
surveillance in the areas o~ participation involving transactions which
the Saperstein Interpretation specifically noted as destabilizing. As
has been noted, the interpretative
material following NYSErule 104
generally proscribes purchases "cleaning up the market~" i.e.~ purchases by the specialist~ as principal~ of all the stock offered in the
See sec. 7.a, below.
See see. 6.J, below.
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mai.ket. 2°4 The basic problem here is whether the specialist can position himself when his transactions are destabilizing.
This problem
is a recurrent one. On July 11, 1961, the iloor department brought
four instances of this kincl to the attention of the chairman. In each
case the floor department commentedto the effect that the specialist
bought too muchof t~e offered stock, and the speci~lists were advised
to limit this activity to 50 percent of the offering. 2°~ In another case
the specialist was told to obtain approval from a governor in order
to take morethan 50 percent of the offered stock.
Related to the problem of taking offered stock in order to establish
a position is the liquidation of a previously acquired posit~on. As
has been mentioned, the specialist may accomplish this by adjusting
the size of his market~ but may do so more effectively by trading with
the book, since in the latter situation he makes the decisions to buy
or sell and need not wait for another to do so. The Saperstein Interpretation seems to permit "cleaning up" the market to liquid~tte a
position, since such transactions are only specifically prohibited in
establishing a position. However, such transactions are still subject
~°6
to the general standards of affirmative market necessity.
Specialist dealer a.ctivity must also be considered from the opposite
viewpoint--insufficiency of participation.
There may be several reasons accounting for low participation~ including inadequate, capitalization and avoid~ce of risk. As is noted above, the economic f~ctors
which lead specialists to make close markets and assume positions in
~°7
active stocks work to cause neglect of the markets in inactive stocks.
Around 1940, when the first specialist capital requirement was instituted~ ~°s the Exchange vigorously pursued a policy of compelling
specialists to deal, and revoked several specialists’ registrations ~or
failure to do so. It is interesting to note that this capit~l requirement
has not been changed in substance since it was first promulgated~
despite specialists’ testimony that present markets are increasingly
difficult to service properly, and that the present ca~pjtal requirement
is nominal. A prominent specialist
and former N¥SE chairman
testified that in his opinion no specialist could do an adequate job as
de’aler if he had only the required minimumcapital. And, as was
noted above~ capital seems an important determinant in a specialist
unit’s rate of participation.
Two former Exchange chairmen indicated in their testimony that
many specialist
units could not adequately service the markets in
~o~ The Saperstetn
Interpretation
noted that it would be "advisable that the Exchange
continue to develop standards for the restriction
of such transactio~ls."
~o~ The four cases were as follows: the specialist
in Kerr McGee Oil Industries
bought
7,300 shares, on a zero-plus tick, of 9,600 offered. The specialist
in Hewlett-Packard, with
a long position of 7,300 shares, bought 10,000 shares, on a zero-plus tick, of an offer no
larger than 10.300. The specialist
in Wisconsin Electric Power, with a short position of
1,600 shares, bought 6,200 shares, on a zero-plus tick, of a maximumof 6,700 offered. The
specialist
in Wheeling Steel, with a long position of 400 shares, bought 1,000 shares, on a
plus tick, of the same amount offered.
~°~A good example of "cleaning up" the market to liquidate
a position occurred in the
stock of American Natural Gas on Feb. 14, 1961. The specialists
were short in a market
which was moving up. The specialists
lt~midated their short position by buying 2,000 shares
at 86, which represented all the stock offered at that price. The notation on the file indicates that the chairman felt that the facts justified
the action since the "specialists
were
short for a few days, the stock was moving up, and the specialists
need a position."
-°°~ Although the participation rate of specialists in inactive stocks in which tl~ey participate is generally higher than in active stocks (app. VI-A), the problem here is uuderparticipation at particular price levels, which in part is reflected by wide quotes.
Analogous problems are discussed in secs. 6.e and 6.g, below, on stabilization
and continuity with depth.
~o~ The level of the capital requirement was the result of a eompromlse between attaining
an adequate requirement and avoiding undue hardship to the then-existing
units.
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difficult stocks, because of inadequate capital or for other reasons.
They both used the stock of Xerox Corp. as an example of a volatile
stock that had to be carefully allocated to a strong specialist unit
when that issue was listed. One of them testified that "only a few
specialists quite frankly can swing Xerox," while the other testified
that that stock could not be given to "50 percent" of the specialists.
This testimony seems to indicate that the comparatively restrained
attitude now taken by the Exchange with respect to inadequate dealer
capability is not a reflection of general satisfaction in this area~ but
may stem from the view that the Exchange’s authority to require
specialists to deal is limited. The same two witnesses testified that
they held such a view. One stated:
Sp~ciaIists
are individuals.
They are dealing
with their
own money. There
h’as to be a difference
in the type of market they will make ,and their willingness
to take an inventory.

The other witness testified that the rules were not designed to regulate
dealer activities.
Another witness~ an Exchange governor~ stated
that he did not believe the Exchangecould tell a specialist what positions he should carry or the extent to which he should participate in
the market. One official testified that the Exchangeaccepted the fact
that "some specialists are muchmore willing to deal than others" and
that ’tit is only natural to expect that there will be different * * *
trading characteristics amongthat group."
The argument that the Exchange has only limited authority over
specialists’ dealer activity does not seem well founded. The registrati’on of a specialist unit is not an inherent right--this was recognized
by the Exchange in the past when it revoked specialist registrations
.for in.adequate performance. Also, the allocatmn of a newly listed
~ssue is the distribution of a valuable asset. The extremely valuable
franchise contained in the specialist registration, the distribution by
the Exchange of new listings~ and the lack of competition among
specialists~ give the Exchangeample basis ~for insistence on adequate
capital and adequate utilization of such capital.
(¢) Daylight trading
"Daylight tract~n~
-"
describes a trading pattern designed to leave the
trader with an even position at the end of the day. Such a pattern
may be caused by an attempt to avoid the risk associated with carrying positions or by inadequate capital~ making it impossible to margin
a position overnight. ~o9 While the ebb and flow of orders might occasionallyleave,a specialist, in an even
positionat the day’sclose,. ~t"
would be h~ghly unhkely that this would occnr often. To the extent
that a specialist adjusts his trading so as to end the day with no position, he would not be adequately discharging his dealer responsibilities.
u.ring the course of a tradi_ng session such a specialist wouldbe careuI to assume no position that could not be liquidated by the end of
the day, and near the clos~ he might almost totally avoid participation
that would increase a position. At the same time~ there would be off-

~

~o~ In a 1939 letter
to the Commission, the chairman of the N~’SE’s Committee on Floor
Procedure stated :
"There is no way in which we can definitely
ascribe the improvement in the specialists’
method of doing business directly to the financial positions of the specialists.
~evertheless,
compliance with our instructions
is practically impossible unless a speciallst
has sufficient
means to margin overnight positions in his stocks and is not forced through lack of capital
to close out positions at the close of business each day. Furthermore, a specialist
would
obviously be less apt to take any position if he did not have ample means to carry it."
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setting transactions which might not be reasonably justified by market
necessity. The whole patteI:n of trading is the antithesis of responsible dealer activity. From the viewpoint of the regulation of specialists, it would include both failure to deal at sometimes and overparticipation at others.
An analysis of data for the 3-week per}od indicated that 13 oJ~ the
110 specialist units showeddaylight trading patterns in some stocks,
in that they seemed to attempt to even up their positions by the end
of the day. The clearest
example was one of the two competing
specialists
in General Motors and Anaconda, for the week beginning
June 12, 1961. This unit ended up with an even position in the two
stocks on 4 out of the 5 days; for the other day the specialist had a
100-share position. 21° By contrast, the competing unit dealt more extensively and its positions ranged from 3,300 shares long to 600 shares
short in one stock, and from 500 shares long to 1,400 shares long in
11
the otherY
In a study of specialist trading in 50 active stocks during April,
May, and June 1962, it was found that in the 12 weeks, there were 4
stocks in which the specialist ended 4: weeks with an even position. In
another stock the specialist had an even position for 6 weeks; in another, for 7 weeks ; and in a Chird, for 8. 2~ Although it would be possible, as has been said, for such positions to have been dictated by
market necessity, the data would seem to give cause ~or investigation
to determine whether these specialists
were engaging in daylight
trading.
VI-f.--Comparison
o~ trading
o~ competing
specialist
Anaconda and (tenera~
Motors

units

in

[In shares; S=short]posttlon]
Specialist A
Purchases

Sales

Specialist B
Closing
position

Purchases

Sales

Ann onda:
une 12
une 13
une 14
une 15 ...................
une 16

100
100
200
300
700

Total ...................

1,400

1,300 ............

4, 500

4, 300

1,500
2, 300
1,900
500
700

1, 5OO
2, 300
1, 9OO
600
6O0

3,100
800
500
100
2, 300

2, 600
900
3, 800
600
2,100

General Motors:
une 12 ...................
~ne 13 ...................
ane I~ ...................
ane 15 ...................
~ne 16 ...................
Total ...................

’

6, 900’1

100
100
200
300
600

0
0
0
0
100

0
0
0
100S
0
0

Closing
position

I00 ............ 1, 300
I00
900
5OO
700
500
700
1, 400
1,300
800
2, 200
1, 600
1, 400

3,300
3, 200
100S
600S
400S

~. sooI ~°’~°0°
’

The carryover (or overnight) position of each specialist unit
systematically compiled in each stock for each day studied under the
~o In the other 2 weeks, in the .same two stocks, on 16 of the 20 .stock days thls specialist
unit had positions of 100 shares or less and only in one instance was there a position of
over 300 shares (800 shares long in General Motors on Mar. 21).
mx See also the trading of the three specialist
units llX Avco on May 28, 1962, see.
6.e(4).
~ The motive for evening out a position would be strongest
on Friday, since carrying a
position oYer the weekend involves a greater risk than an intraweek carryover.
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exchange’s surveillance program?~ The data appear on the summary
in the form of a frequency distribution showing the number of days
that the overnight position in each stock fell into various categories,
as follows: no position, 100 and 200 shares, 300 to 500 shares, 600 to
900 shares, and 1,000 and over. Thus, if a specialist has a 1,000share position in a long-term investment account and buys and sells
? ~500 shares of the same issue each day, the summarysheet would only
indicate that his position is "1,000 shares or over." Even more
important, than this inadequacy of the data is the fact that the exchange does not now ordinarily use the data underlying the summary
~
to determine whether the specialist was engaged in daylight trading.
In their testimony Exchange ofiieials agreed that although it would
be theoretically possible for a daylight trading pattern to have been
dictated by the needs of the market, it would be highly unlikely.
They agreed that the facts of such eases should give cause ~or investigation by the floor department. However, the files of the Exchange
show no such investigations.
This failure to investigate for daylight trading has undoubtedly
encouraged such activity. Accordingly, the surveillance policies of
the Exchange should be extended to this area. Moreover, since capital
ability nowseems to serve as a factor limiting adequate participation
and since the specialist capital requirement has been substantially
unchanged since it was introduced 20 years ago despite changing
market conditions, a need for a revision of capital requirements ~s
~
indicated.
e. ]’he specialist and market stabilization
The NYSEintimates in many of its public statements that part of
the specialist’s function is to "stabilize" the market. The Exchange
pamphle~entitled "NowAbout ’the Specialist," states:
Moreover, the vast majority of the specialist’s
trans,actions
for his own account
is made against
[emphasis
in original]
the trend of the market.
Because he has
the responsibility
of filling
in gaps in supply and demand, the specialist
usually
finds himself
buying when the market is falling
a~d others
want to sell,
and
supplying
stock when the mark, et is rising
and others
want to buy. Approximately 85 percent of the specialists’
dealer transactions
are stabilizing
[emphasis
supplied]
in nature.
Specialists
thus play a vital role in keeping price changes
between transactions
narrow and in maintaining
the broad liquidity
of exchange
e~
markets,

The same publication re~ers ’to the activities of specialists on September 26~ 1955, the first trading day after President Eisenhower’s heart
attack :
Key men on this day were the specialists
who worked with deliberation,
speed
and efficiency
to perform their
major duty--maintaining
an orderly
market.
Long before the opening bell,
sell orders began to flood the Exchange floor--and
throughout
the day, specialists
bought massive amounts of stock.
In meeting
their responsibility,
the specialists
piled up their inventories
by 595,550 sha~es
to a total
of 2,246,524.
Their total
investment
at the day’s end was $73.4 million-an
increase
from .the
close
Friday
of $23.5 million
in their
capital
commitments.
m~ This test has been described
by a former chairman as the most important test of
specialist dealer performance. The w~rions tests are described in sec. 6.b, above.
mt At one time the test was used to help to determine whether specialist
"participation
indicates tendencies of trading rather than that of dealing." At that time the results of
this test were summarized to show daily average and maximum carryover
positions
in
each stock.
m~See also sec. 6.h, below.
~ At pp. 8-9.
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This function was further amplified in an exchange press release
concerning the May1962 market break :
Ninety-two percent of specialists’
transactio~s in 50 key stocks were stabilizing
in nature--that is, specialists
bought when others ~va~’ded to sell, and supplicd~
stock when others wa~ted to buy. This was substantially
above the highly
satisfactory
average stabilizing
rate of 85 percent ~or all stocks throughout 1961.
Mr. Funston noted that stabilization
and price continuity are the critical tests
of specialists’
pe~7ormance. They explain why thousands of orders, funneling
into the central marketplace, day after day, are executed at minimum variations
between sales.
The specialists’
performance during May 2~31 was all the more noteworthy in
view of the fact that they had already taken c~nsiderable risks as a result of the
market activity
in the weeks immediately preceding May 28th.
*

*

*

*

*

$

*

At that gme, the E~change also released aggregate figures on specialists’
buying and selling in the three-day period. These figures showed on-balance buying
by specialists as the market declined, and on-balance selling as it rose (a statistic
that can be an early indication
of a high stabilization
rate). :~s [Emphasis
supplied.]

A perhaps even greater emphasis on s~abilizing ~s contained in
letter from the floor department to a complaining investor :
By stabilizing,
we mean, in general, deali~g against tl~e trend of the market~
purchasing stock as prices decline and selling
as prices advance. [Emphasis
supplied. ]

And in the hearings which led to ~he enactment of Public Law
87-196, creating the Special Study, Funston des.cribed the Exchange’~
surveillance of specialists as follows :
One of the studies made is to see if he is participating
in the market as much
as he should to keep a close, orderly, active market. Anotl~er study is the percentage of stabilization.
A specialist
in making a market in the stock is supposed
to have a great preponderance, and the rule of thumb is about 80 percent, of
trades to be so-called stabilizing
trades. In other words, buying when tt~c market
is going down, selling when the market i8 going up, a stabit.izi~ig
factor.
[Emphasis supplied.]

In addition to these public references to stabilization, apparently
placing it on a. parity with the goal of continuity, stabilization is occas:ionally referred to in tt~e internal files of the Exchange,as in the few
instances whenspecialists have been criticized for not acting to "retard
a decline," or for not making"a determined stand."
Despite these indications of the importance attached to stabilization, on other occasions exchange oNcia]s have insisted that specialists have nothing to do with str~bilization as that word is commonly
understood, i.e., pegging or fixing pricesY~° Thus, Willard K. Vanderbeek~vice president, in eha~Neof the floor department, testified that the
a~ At p. 1.
~s NYSE
press release, .]une 25, 1962.
~ "Hearings on H.J. Res. 438," at pp. 114-115.
~ Since the Exchange’s pronouncements on stabilization
are directed at the public, it
is appropriate to look at a nontechnical definition of the word.
Webster’s International Dictionary, 3d edition, det~ines the term as "to make or hold
steady, prevent fluctuations of, maintain a constant level--to establish a minimumprice
for (a security) by buying all offerings at that price."
A tochnical use of the word may be found in Commisslourule 10b-7(b) (e) which defines
stabilizing as "pegging" or "fixing" a price and states (for the purpose o~ the rule) that
stabilizing activity during a distribution of securities is permitted for the purpose of
"preventing or retarding a decline in the open market price of a security."
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floor department memoranda with respect to "reare indicative of nothing but the duty to maintain
He explained tim use of such language as a "matter
further testified:

Q. Do you think the specialist
has an affirmative
duty to do the best that he
can within the limitation of his capital ability to retard or halt the decline [in
the price of a stock] ?
A. I don’t think the specialist
has any duty to halt the decline. That is not
possible.
He is to do the best he can to maintain continuity
on the way down
within the realm of practicality.
*

*

*

*

$

*

*

I have already pointed out that under no condition is he expected to halt a
decline,
which would mean keeping the price at a particular
level.
I return
to what I have said that he is expected simply ’to maintain the best price continuity possible under the conditions.
That is my answer.

In the same vein, Funston stated in a letter

to the NewYork Times :

But is it the Exchange’s responsibility
to try to control changes in the value
of stocks? In a free economy I question if the Times really believes that any
individuals
or organizations,
governmental or private,
should attempt to prevent
the market from rising or falling,
or interfere
with the individual decisions of
millions of investors.
What the Exchange should and does do, of course, is to labor strenuously
to
maintain "orderly" markets in which prices, if they rise or fall, do so gradually
with the smallest
possible
variations
between sales.
This is also known as
maintaining market liquidity,
to pay or receive a price not far different
from
the last sale. This is a key test of a market’s orderliness. * * * ~

Specialists have diverse views on the subject. Fourteen specialists
testified that they believe that within the limitations of their capital
ability, they had an affirmative duty to retard declines. There was
general azreement that in a market break such as occurred in May1962
no speci~ist could conceivably attempt to stabilize the market, but
each of the 14 believed there was some duty to retard the decline so
far as practicable. Onetestified :
I think that we should make a stand, so to speak, at a particular
level * * *
that would be constructive
for not only the stock but for the general market
and this,
in my opinion is the true injection
* * * of the dealer into [the]
market. * * *

On the other hand. five specialists testified that only the basic
specialist duty to maintain continuity was required in a declining
market. One of these said:
* * * we have to inject
ourselves
much more, of course, in this type of
[rapidly
declining]
market than we do in a normal market to try to hold some
kind of continuity
* * * we * * * sell and rebid and sell and rebi.d to try to
keep continuity as best we could.

Undoubtedly, part of this difference in view stems from ambiguities in the word "stabilization."
As a public relations matter the
Exchange has sought to project the image of the specialist
as a
stabilizer, but the problems in this area are too deep for any confusion
to exist in the public mind between maintaining continuity on the one
hand and retarding a decline on the other. At bottom is the very real
problem of whether specialist trading does in fact, in and of ~tself,
contribute to price stability, and whether it can be expected to. This
involves an analysis of both the meaning of "stabilization"
and the
methods used to measure it. Before discussing these problems in the
~ ~he

New York Times,

,Tune

21,

1962,

p.

30.
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context of the present market some understanding of the historical
background may be useful.
(1) History
The oldest view of the specialist’s function was that his trading
~vas speculative in natnre. There are a few such references antedating the Pecor~ hearings. J. Edward Mocker, an economist employed
by the Exchange, characterized specialists ~ activities
in 1922 as
follows:
The majority of specialists
act as dealers in much the same way as the floor
traders do, and speculate for small, quick profits.
In this buying and selling of
securities
* * * for their own account, the specialists
perform many of the
functions of the "jobbers" in the London Stock Exchange. Far from there being
any reasonable ground to object to this speculation by specialists,
in reality the
practice constitutes
one of his necessary functions in the Exchange and renders
the same general economic service that the more scattered
transactions
of the
floor traders do. For, if the specialist
refused to engage in speculative dealings
on his own account, there would not be sufficient
orders for inactive
stocks,
either in his book or with other members of the crowd, to make a close market
’~
for them.

In this view~ the marketmakingfunction was a result of speculative
trading and such activity was viewed as being qualitatively similar
to that of floor tr,~ders. However~there were also implications that
informed speculative trading had what might be thought of as a
stabilizing tendency. Mocker stated:
As a matter of fact, the floor trader’s best opportunity for a profit exists when
prices are for the time being out of line with true value. Since as a rule he
quickly sells out purchased stock, and quickly covers his short sales, his transactions are self-nullifying
so far as any permanent effects on security prices are
concerned. Nevertheless,
his swift purchases and sales tend. temporarily to restrai~ rising and to cushion falling prices and, since they are normally ~mdertaken for only fractional
profits, they help to create a close market. ~-~ [Emphasis
supplied. ]

Thus, prior to 1934 the dealer activities o~ specialists had no formal
rationale other than that markets were made in inactive stocks, that
narrowing the spread in all stocks increased liquidity, and that informed speculative trading had a stabilizing effect as a byproduct.
At the hearings which led to the passage of the Exchange Act, the
subject of specialists
was discussed extensively. The system was
vigorously defended against the criticism of the Senate committee,
the burden of the defense being carried by the president of the Exchange and several prominent specialists.
Certain :NYSEspecialists
also submitted a ~petition" justifying their work.
The defenses advanced for the dealer function were generally no
different from those mentioned in previous works on the subject, i.e.,
specialists narrowed the spread and made markets in inactive stocks.
In all of the testimony there are only a few scattered references to
stabilization
(in any sense). Twospecialists testified that in the
a~ Meeker, "The Workof the Stock Exchange," p. 108 (1922).
Another early writer states merely that the economicusefulness of the specialist consists
chiefly in his willingness to take chances as a speculator "and that [specialists] through
their speculation * * * help to create a continuous market. Without them fluctuations
between sales of certain stocks would be much greater and many stocks would at times
have no markets whatsoever." Huebner, "The Stock Exchange," p. 147 (1922}.
~a Meeker, p. 89, note 222, above. This, of course, does not imply any purposeful
activity to peg prices or to retard advances or declines but suggests merely a ~ide-effect
of informed speculation.
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went beyond the maintenance

Mr. PECOaA.Doesn’t the specialist
as a rule, even in the ease of an active stock,
run away from the support of the market when he thinks he is going to be hurt
by standing by?
Mr. SPRAGUE.N(), sir * * * I will say that I have seen many cases where men
did not run away but stood there and took it and we had to do it in 1929.
Mr. PECORA. TO what extent in 19297
Mr. SeR.~aue. To a great extent.
Mr. PEC0na. T0 what extent,
if any?
Mr. Se~aaUE. I can cite my own instance,
where I stood by and t~k blocks of
stock with no bids on my books, and stabilized
my market.
Mi". PECORA.HOWlong did you stand by?
Mr. SP}~Aou~. It was plenty long enough in one particular
day.
Mr. PECORA. How long did you stand by?
Mr. SP~Aau~. One day at the very height of it.
Mr. A~tEm Let me explain to you one thing that happened, as I remember it
very d~stinctly.
In the last day of the panic in 1929, which is one of the proud
moments of our career as specialists.*
* * My partner is sitting here, and I said
to him at that time, I said "I am not going to let this stock sell down par." And
we sent a message to each of the brokers that had given us this order, that had
entrusted
this order to us. that we would guarantee them file bid price. Now
frankly,
I do not do that every minute of the time. But one of my duties as a
specialist
is, if possible, to maintain a fair market for my customers, because if
I do not, I am going to have competition the next week and h.e is going to get the
business.
That is one of the ways I have to trade
to keep my business
ee~
together,

However, in the formal petition submitted by specialists there is
no re~erence to s~abilizing activities.
Other than the quoted testimony~neither the witnesses nor the committee itself considered the
general effects o~ specialist trading.
It was not until the study conducted by the 20th Century Fund in
1935 that the actual impact o~ specialist’s trading was analyzed. This
s~udy reached certain conclusions .on the general character o{ specialist
trading :
In view of the fact that their trading is largely of the shore-run,
intraday
variety,
it may be seriously
doubted whether they contribute
much toward mating an accurate reflection
of 2undamental values. Such positions as they assume
are as a rule quickly liquidated
and therefore
their influence upon the broad
price structure is likely to be small. * * * :~

The study concluded that the main contribution of specialist trading
"is in giviug the market a more continuous~ liquid character." :~
The Commission’s Segregation Report in 1936, considering the same
question, ~ound that specialists traded "against the daily trend more
often than with it. * * *" ~ It was also noted that in the course o~
the study "somespecialists however~pro*ess to be willing to. trade * * *
in order to maintain a stable and continuous price level which in turn
stimulates the good will of commission brokers who dislike a widely
fluctuating market." :=~ Background documents in the Commission’s
files antedating tlm Segregation Study would seem to indicate that
the specialists ~ argument that they traded *or the purpose of maintaining stable prices was a response to the staff’s concern that special~=~"Hearings
on Stock Exchange Practices,"
~ "The Securities
Markets,"
p. 426.
=~ Ibid.

=~"Segregation Report, pp. 41~2.
=~Id. at p. 41.

pp.

6810,

6814-6815.
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ist trading followed the price trend. In any event, the argu~nent was
advanced that specialists were willing to trade to stabilize prices.
Once that justification
was advanced and !~artially supported by the
limited data analyzed in the Segregation btudy, it was natural that
the dialog concerning the specialist dealer function would continue on
this ground.
In 1940, t~e Exchange requested that specialists be exempted from
regulations 1" and U 229 because a severe market decline during May
1940 left many specialists in a difficult capital position. Rew%wing
this request, the Commission found that while the DowJones Industrial Average declined about 32 points during May, specialists during
the same period sold 101,000 shares on balance. The Commission’s
finding caused the Exchange to prepare an elaborate paper analyzing
and defending specialist
performance during the period, and concluding that specialist trading on the whole "contributed to price
stability," based on the fact that most specialists’ trades were against
the previous tick or 230 at a price unchangedfrom the last transaction.
The Exchange did not discuss whether specialist trading contributed
to market stability over a period of time rather than transaction by
231
transaction.
Thus, on various occasions, starting in the 1930’s, specialists and the
Exchange impliedly or expressly enunciated what seems to be a
standard of conduct for specialists not reflected in the arguments by
earlier writers or by specialists themselves during the Pecora hearings.
As previously noted, Funston has testified that the Exchange seeks to
determine whether the specialist is keeping a "close, orderly active
market" and also whether he is stabilizing the market. What was at
most, according to earlier arguments, a mere byproduct of speculative
floor trading is now stated, at least on occasion, as an affirmative
obligation.
(P,) Prob~e’ms of measurement
The development of the rationale of specialist trading, from speculation to stabilization, has proceeded with only the vaguest approach
to any definition of the term of stabilization. In this section, various
concepts and tests of stabilization are considered. One extreme definition of stabilization would be that it, is a pegging operation; i.e.,
trading designed to prevent movementof prices away from a selected
point. At the other pole, the concept of stabilization can be given an
extremely narrow, and somewhatartificial
meaning, focusing on single
transactions and ignoring significan.t price trends. The test used by
the NYSEis of the latter variety and at is considered first.
As was noted above, the Exchange routinely tests specialists’ trading from the viewpoint of stabilization.
The test is commonlyknown
s~ See sec. 4.c, above.
~°qPhat is, they bought when the price was lower than the last price, and sold when the
price was higher than the last price.
~ A year later, the question of whether specialist
dealer transactions,
have a stabilizing
influence on prices was characterized
as "the most controversial
question regarding the
specialist."
,The conclusions reached (on the basis of fairly elaborate aggregate studies)
was that, in general, specialists
tended to trade with the market trend..
Vernon, "The
Regulation of Stock Exchange Members," 71, 84-85 (1941).

96-746--63--pt.
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as the "tick test." .~32 In applying i.t, specialists’ p.urchases below the
last different price (that is, on a minus or zero-minus tick) and sales
above the last different price (on a plus or zero-plus tick) are considered stabilizing.
Purchases above and sales below the preceding
different transaction are considered destabilizing.
The Exchange
also categorizes as stabilizing purchases those madeon a plus or zero233
plus tick if the price was below the previous day’s closing price.
During the 3 weeks studied, specialists had a stabilization percentage
in all commonstocks of 83.9 percent, which taken by itself seems an
impressive statistic.
In evaluating the tick test, several elements must be considered.
First is the nature o.f the tick itself. A tick by itself does not necessarily represent a change in the public’s evaluation of the security;
this is illustrated most succinctly by an example: If the last sale in
a security was at 35, and if the specialist’s quote straddles the last
sale price (as is true in manyinstances), he will bid 341/~ and offer
at 351/~. If a market order to sell should arrive, and if no market
order to buy should arrive shortly thereafter, the sell order will be
executed at 34½, the quote would still be the same; a market order
to the preceding sale at 35, represents a minus tick. Moreover, if a
market order of purchase had arrived instead of one of sale, the transaction would have occurred at the specialist’s offer, 351/~, representing
a plus tick. Or, if nothing extrinsic occurred after the sell order was
executed at 34~A, the quote would still be the same; a market order
to buy then arriving would be executed at 351/~. Thus, the specialist
would have made a purchase on a minus tick and a sale on a plus tick,
although this situation represents not even a short-range change in
the public’s evaluation of the security, but only a randomsequence of
buy and sell orders.
~ A transaction
on a "minus tick" is made at a lower price than that of the preceding
transaction ; on a "zero-minus tick," at the same price as the previous sale, the last change
in price having been downward. Sales on "plus ticks" and "zero-plus ticks" are simply the
respective opposites.
For example :
Sequenceof sales
Price35 ’1
Tick
34~ Minus.
35 I Plus.
35 Zero plus.
~a For example, if on one day the closing price was 86, and on the next day the specialist
makes a purchase at 35¼ following a transaction
at 35 (thus, on a plus tick), this would
be considered stabilizing.
The difficulty
with this is that the Exchange takes only purchases below the previous close, but not purchases above the previous close and sales above
or below the previous close. It then uses this one-quarter of a conce~)t in a way that can
only increase the final stabilizing
percentage and cannot decrease it. ~ That Is, a purchase
on a plus tick is saved from the destabilizing
category when made below the previous close,
but is not moved from the stabilizing
category when made on a minus tick above the previous
close. It would be impossible to have a complete integration
of the tick test and the previous close, since they use two different reference points and indeed two very different concepts of stabilizing.
One of the most prominent specialists,
who has been the chairman of the board twice,
testified
that he discovered only recently that all purchases below the previous close were
assigned to a stabilizing
category, and that upon asking the floor department about this
incomplete ~mln. giing of concepts he "did not get a satisfactory
answer." He agreed that
there were ioglcal difficulties
involved. Another specialist
of many years’ experience also
testified
that he was not aware that the tick test was used on any basis other than the
tra nsactlonal.
One may question how much guidance is provided for specialists
when they are given their
stabilization
percentage four times a year if they are not acquainted with the content of the
test.
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The tick test, with its injunction to purchase on minus ticks and to
sell on plus ticks, does no morethan direct the specialist to buy low and
sell high, a course he is led to more simply by his profit ince~tive. In
the example just given, the specialist’s purchase on a minus tick and
sale on a plus tick represent perfect stabilization according to the tick
test, as well as representing the specialist’s financial success in operating at his bid or offer so as to reap the "jobber’s turn." That operating
at his bid or offer is the specialist’s usual pattern ot~ trading 2~ is suggested by the analysis in section 6.c, above, of the spread between
s~ecialists’ succeeding transactions in 25 stocks over a 3-week period.
~Ihis analysis of specialists’ transactions indicates that regardless of
price movements, specialists most often bought at prices below their
last s~le and sold at prices above their last purchase--u l~attern suggesting both high potential profitability and a basis for high tick-test
scores.
If the tick test is to carry somevalidity as a measureof "stabilizing,"
it must be based on a longer sequence of transactions. The tick test
can measurestabilization only if it is a consistent indicator of the direction in which prices are moving over a few hours or over the day,
capable of directing a specialist not to purchase in a rising market or
sell in a declining market, and measuring his success in this stabilizing
role. But the test as presently constituted would serve as such an
indicator only if, during the period of a significant price trend, all
or almost all of the ticks were on the same side of the trend. For example, if as prices increased almost all the ticks were plus ticka, then
most of a specialist’s purchases would be on a plus tick and the tick
test would properly assign them to a destabilizing category.
To find some measure of correspondence of ticks with daily price
changes, an analysis was made of every 10th commonstock on the
NYSEfor 3 days of the 3 weeks studied--the days with the largest.
price increase, the largest price decline, and the smallest price change.
The percentage of plus or zero-plus ticks amongthe total ticks in each
~’
~tock was calculated for each stock studied on each of the 3 days.
[he percentage of plus and zero-plus ticks :~ was then compared with
each stock’s price change for the day. The results indicated a clear
positive relationship between the predominance of plus ticks and an
upward price movement, and of minus ticks and a downward price
movementfor the day (app. VI-A, table 6 and chart 6). The larger
the percentage price rise for the day, the greater the proportion of
plus ticks; the larger the price decline for the day, the greater the
proportion of minus ticks.
However, in only a very few stocks (13.8 percent of the total) were
there only plus ticks or only minus ticks during a day, and 9 out of
10 of these stocks had 7 or fewer transactions during the entire day.
For two-thirds of the stock days, between 33 and 69 percent of the
ticks were plus ticks. Of all stocks with more than five transactions
for the day, two-thirds had between 33 and 71 percent plus ticks.
Therefore, in the great majority of stocks with more than minimal
activity, specialists had an opportunity in at least one of every three
~ The soecialist
may, of course, operate at his bid or offer even though he is not straddling the last sale or is only bidding or only offering.
~’The transactions
studied were those reported in the Fitch Sheets.
~o Throughout the remainder of the section "plus tick" means, plus and zero-plus tick
and "minus tick" means minu~ and zero-minus tick.
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transactions to buy and sell with the day’s price trend, and simultancously score 100 percent on the tick test. ~37 Since in only about
one-sixth of all NYSEstocks does the specialist participate in more
than 35 percent of the transactions, a completely destabilizing performance, as measured by the day’s price trend, could quite readily be
carried out at a 100-percent tick test score. For example, in a stock
which declined in price and in which 66 percent of the ticks were
minus ticks, the specialist could participate as a seller on all of the
plus ticks and thus sell in a declining market but maintain a perfect
tick test score.
The tick test, then, can be expected to reveal only cases of grossly
destabilizing activity. In such cases the specialist would be "reaching" across the market to carry out destabilizing transactions--as
measured by the day’s price trend--even before the ’occurrence of the
next "right" tick. This would occur particularly with sales in a stock
declining in price or purchases in a rising stock. Such "reaching" is
revealed more readily in tick test percentage scores calculated separately for u specialist’s sales whena stock is declining in price and
for his purchases whenit is rising in price, than by a score which combines both purchase and sale performance. In the 1-in-10 sample of
stocks discussed above, specialists’
showed far lower purchase tick
test scores on stock days that rose in price than on those that fell in
pr!ce, and far lower on the sale side in stock days that declined in
pmce than on those that rose (table VI-29 and VI-30). ~38 While
specialists showed perfect purchase tick test scores in 84 percent of
the stock days steeply declining in price, they did so in only 25 percent
of the stocks steeply rising in price (table VI-29). This pattern
found also in lower tick test scores on purchases in stock days with a
greater proportion of plus ticks and on sales in stock days with a
greater proportion of minus ticks (app. VI-A, tables 7 and 8 and
charts 7 and 8). These results seem to reflect specialists’ "reaching"
across the market to execute more purchases than there are minus ticks
in a rising stock and moresales than there are plus ticks in a declining
stock.
So~ne further evidence in confirmation of this is found in a study
presented in the next section. There it is found, on the basis of
aggregate data, that on days of general price increase specialists
showeda slightly higher tick test score on the sale side than on the
purchase side, whereas on days of price decrease ghere were higher
tick test scores on the purchase side.
Clearly, then, g~eater sigaaifieanee can be attached to tick test scores
calculated separately for the sale side in a deelinin~ market and for
the purchase side in a rising market. Presentatio~n of a total tick
test for all specialist tr.ansaetions serves only to dilute what value
the tick test mayhave as ~ reflection of specialist performancevis-a-vis
the price trend for the day. It is unfortunate that the Exchange
has chosen to formulate its public releases in terms of statements that
80 to 8g percent of all specialist transactions are stabilizing.
The
~a~ Indeed, even in the plunging market of May 28, 1962, plus ticks were not rare. For
example, the price movement of American Telephone & Telegraph, presented 472 plus ticks,
or 46 percent of all ticks, during the ll-point decline for the day.
~ Of the stock days- in the sample, 101 were days where the purchase tick test percentage was different from the sale tick test. In 70 of these stock days the tick test was lower
for purchase than for sales in stocks that rose in price and lower for sales than for purchases in stocks that declined in price.
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same kind of problem exists in the surveillance process in that the
Exchange’s summaries rating each specialist unit do not present the
tick test results separately for the purchase and sale side on u daily
basis.
It must be concluded, on balance, that the great leeway the tick test
allows the specialist in executing transactions which are destabilizing
whenviewed against the price trend for the day--and its being satisfied
by the maximizing of profits when there is no trend--standing alone,
makes the tick test an insufficient instrument for measuring a specialist’s "stabilization" percentage. If it is to be used, it must be refined
to separate sales from purchases and supplemented with other tests
239
measuring longer price trends.
Other tests may be used to evaluate a specialist’s stabilizing effect,
and the Special Study examined two. One of these classifies
each
speci.alist transaction as stabilizing or destabilizing by reference to the
previous day’s closing price. All transactions at the previous day’s
closing price and all sales above and purchases below that price, were
classified as stabilizing; all purchases above and sales below the previous close were classified as destabilizing. This test is, in fact, an
extension of that exception to the tick test by which the Exchange
categorizes all purchases .as stabilizing, regardless of tick, if they are
at prices belowthe previous close.
For the 3 weeks studied, the aggregate specialist stabilization percentage under this test was 41.5 percent, or stated the other way, 58.5
percent of specialist
transactions
were destabilizing.
However,
snail.sis of the test revealed several problems and shortcomings in its
possible use. Scores on such a test, it was found, tended to vary with
the extent of price movementduring the day. While in those stocks
whose prices fluctuated around the previous close the specialist had
.an opportunity for a stabilizing score on both purchase and sale transactio.ns, in other stocks which movedearly or distinctly away from the
prevmusclose the specialist could register stabilizing transactions on
only one side. Such a test may detect an overwhelmingly destabilizing performance, but short of prescribing a go.al of unlimited support
operations~requiring the specialist to buy only if prices movedbelow
the previous close and sell only if they moved above--it offers too
]imited a guide or measure for specialist performance.
A third test examines each specialist’s daily net sale or purchase
balance in a particular stock against the daily" price change for that
stock. A net sale balance is classed as stabilizing in a stock which has
gone up for the day, and destabilizing in a stock which has gone down.
This test has the significant advantage of comparing the effect of
each specialist’s trading with the trend for the day, thereby encomp.ass!ng a longer run than the tick test. The net balance test yielded
s~gmficant results, which are discussed in the following section. But
although the test is an important tool in any procedure evaluating
speciahst performance, it is not completely free of shortcomings.
First, the net balance disregards the volumeof activity leading to the
balance; for example, a small net sale balance for the day may reflect
~a9 4s will be pointed out in the next section, this does not mean that the tick test has
no use. The fact that there is some relation
between the ticks and the price trend when
considered in connection with the prohibition
in the Sapersteln
Interpretation
against
"cleaning up" the market indicates
that the tick test does havo value for surveillance
purposes.
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substantial purchases but larger sales, or few or no purchases and a
small volume of sales. Second, by taking the price change over the
entire day as its point of reference, this test misses the effect of any
si~mificant counter trends which may have occurred during the day.
For this reason, though it is generally useful, the test does not necessarily depict the stabilizing quality of specialist trading during the
course of the day. Notwithstanding these limit~ations, the net balance
test remains a meaningful measure.
Someof the limitations connected with all these tests reflect the
difficulty of measuring price trends either by the momentor the day.
Funston has pointed out the inadequacies of using the day as a
measure ¯
¯ * * analysis of the specialists’
stabilizing
activitiy,
[based on net balances
for the day] furthermore
completely ignores the fact that the market seldom
moves in an unbroken line, up or down. Suppose, on a particular
day, that the
market opened down and ran lower for 2 hours. During this time, the specialist
bought stock heavily from the public sellers.
Suppose, then that during the
balance of the day, the trend reversed, and the market climbed slowly but steadily to the close. To the extent necessary, the specialist
then became the seller,
supplying stock to the public. At the end of day, we might well find that the
specialists
had bought more stock in the morning’s down-swing than they had
sold in the latter
uptrend. The net result for the day would show a purchase
balance by the specialists,
with the market higher then the previous day’s
~°
close.

The study’s analysis has pointed to the in’adequacies of the tick test,.
Greater availability of data about consecutive transactions, aside from
other advantages, 2,1 could provide the foundation for the development
of.more accurate measures of specialist stabilization on the basis of
price trends shorter than the day and longer than the period between
two transactions.
Such a guide could be based on intraday price
changes and~ while designed and operated with the use of electronic
data processing equipment, might very well approximate the commonsense judgment of a price trend that a man on the spot might reach.
With a system registering all transactions, programed tests lodged
in the computercould be utilized to alert an exchangeofficial instantaneously to any particular development which may warrant investigation. As plans for the automation o.f Exchange reporting facilities
progress, provision should be made in these systems for floor and
.marfl.et .s.urvelliance. The Exchange’sstock watch procedure is a step
in. th~s d~rection and, even with limited data, has shownthe possibilities
2’2
o~ automated data processing in market surveillance.
(3) Evaluating the stabilization performance of specialists as
a group
The specialists’ central role in the market makes it extremely important to determine whether their influence is a stabilizing or destabilizing one. Somelight on this problem is shed by the tests for
the measurement of individual specialist performance, discussed in
the previous section. In evaluating the sta~bilization pert~ormance of
specmlists as a group, however, problems arise involving the use of
aggregate data.
The use of aggregates often submerges significant differences in
performance. Aggregate studies not only combine the varying per~~aFunston
Bus. Rev., September-October 1962, p. 7.
See pt. letter,
J of thisHarv.
chapter.
~ See oh. XII.
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formances of different units but also may ignore the fact that on
almost any day of extreme price movement, there are many stocks
moving against the trend. As noted in the previous section, the Exchange usually states that the specialist tick test percentage was
80 or 85 percent. As also noted, this masks the fact that the tick
test percentage on any one day is often considerably higher on the
sale side than on the purchase side, or vice versa, and on one side
is often considerably different from the combined percentage for both
sides (table VI-31).
Possibly the most frequently used overall analysis compares aggregate specialist purchase and sale balances in all stocks with the
movement of a price index. The Exchange press release (quoted in
section 6.e above) which cited aggregate specialist purchase balances
oa May28, 1962~ as indicating a high measure of "stabilization"
is
an example of this test. 243 This aggregative test was used by Raymond Vernon in examining specialist
trading for the 2 years from
March 2: 1936, to March 30, 1938, z4~ and by Ralph and Estelle James
in studying the 2 years from July 1, 1959, to July 1, 1961.~45 In both
cases it was concluded that specialists
more often traded with the
price trend than against it.
The Special Study used this technique in an examination of the 497
days between November2, 1959~ and November1, 1961, on which there
were changes in the Standard & Poor~s index for the day. Specialists
were found to have had net balances with the trend on 280 days and
against it on 217 days (table VI-32). The net balances, however,
were found to be small when compared with total specialist purchases
and sales for the same days during the period, so that no significant
conclusion could be reached. Th~ insignificance of these s-mall net
balances in connection with stabilization should not lead to neglecting
their possible significance in other respects. The aggregate data cited
in the next section bear out specialists’ testimon~th~t as a ~rou,~
specialists becamebearish near the end of 1961 and tZherefore tendS’ed
reduce their positions for some months prior to the May1962 break.
Continuous study of the aggregate fignres would have shown a significant cumulative specialists ~ net sale balance over these months~and
might have alerted authorities to the situation developing and to the
imp)act of specialists ~ actions.
~nother possible application of aggregative analysis may involve
separating transactions or stocks by different categories--such as
stocks which rose in price and those which declined--and examining
the aggregates for each class. This technique~ which requires d~ta
for specialist transactions in individual stocks, was utilized by the
Special Study for the 3-week period in early 1961. Tick test and net
balance comparisons were made for 4 da~’s of the 3-week period~
chosen to include 2 days of general price mcrease~-January 23 and
27, 1961, in which the Standard & Poor~s index rose 0.33 and 0.62,
spectively~and 2 days of general price decline--June 13 and 15, 1961,
in which that index declined 0.35 and 0.29, respectively. On each of
e4~ But see l~un,ston statement in sec. 6.e(2), above.
:~* Vernon, "The Regulation
of Stock Exchange Members" . 81-89 1 4~
May-June 1962, pp. 136-137. It should be pointed out that the aggregate d,ata relied on
t.n .this artic.l.e,
.an~d .in .V.ern~on’s book are the only flgurea now publiely available. Such
(~a~a are pum~snea vy ~ne womm~s,sion in its weekly statistical
release and its mon4;hly
statistical bulletin.
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the 4 days. specialists’ aggregate balances were with the trend~ decreasing on index declines a~d increasing on index rises (table VI-g).
T~ VI-g.--Specialists’

tick tess percentages
and purchases,
balances ]or ~ selected
days in 196l
Purchases

Price
change

Total
(shares)

~-.33
+.62

an. 23 ........................
an. 27 ........................
une 13 .......................
une15 .......................

-. 29

ancl

Sales

Tick test
percentage

669, 570
709, 910
429,110
442,730

sales,

71.4
69. 8
92.1
89.3

Total
(shares)

Tick test
percentage

634, 620
640,060
450,800
48~ 24O

90. 9
92.3
85.0
81.0

Balance
(shares)

-)-34,951
+69, 851
--21, 69~
--44, 511

As a further step in the analysis, issues which declined in price
were segregated from issues which showed price increases and the
purchase and sale balances wer~ computed for each category, fo,r
each day. With stocks separated in this fashion, all but one of the
eight groups showed specialists ~ purchase or sale balances against
the trend--specialists
as a group sold mor~ than they bought when
prices rose, and bought more than they sold as prices declined (table
VI-h). The different conclusions which thus emerge from disaggregating the same data demonstrate the dangers inherent in combinin~
0.
specialist volumes for all stocks regardless of price performance
TABLE VI-h.--Specialists’
tick test percentages
and purchases,
balances $or ~ selecte~
days in 1961

sales,

and

[Analyzed by stocks that increased and stocks that decreased]

Number of
stocks

Day

Purchases
Total
(shares)

Sales

Tick test
percentage

Total
(shares)

Tick test
percentage

Balanc~
(shares)

INCREASED
549
607
262
272

Jan. 23 ............
Jan. 27 ............
June 13 ...........
June 15 ...........

382,230
466, 620
91,590
106, 550

60. 3
63. 6
85.0
79. 8

402,860
462,150
146,180
176,400

92.6
95.5
94. 5
93. 5

--20, 630
-4-4,470
--54, 590
--69, 850

183, 770
140, 700
258, 420
248, 100

88. 8
85. 1
80. 6
74.4

4-61,980
4-45, 490
4-44, 560
4-44, 960

DECREASED
San. 23 ............
San. 27 ............
June 13 .........
June 15 ...........

[

340
259
540
509

245, 750
186, 190
302, 980
293, 060

88.1
85. 9
94. 4
95. 9

Using this ~echnique of partial disag’gregation for th~ tick test, it,
was fotmd that for the 2 days of price increase most of the destabilizing
transactions were on the p~rchase side, and for the 2 days of price decrease most of the destabilizing transactions were on the sale side.
An additional analysis of stocks by direction of price change compared wi’th specialists’ purchas~ and sale balances showedthat about
one-third of the stocks studied had net specialist balances running with
the trend. In these stocks, slightly over twice as many transactions
were with the trend as were against i~ (tables VI-33 to VI-36).~n
Specialists
laurehases
and sales in these stocks
specialist
purchases and sales during the 4-day study.

accounted

for 45 percent

of tota!
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W’henthe tick test was applied to these stocks, they showedthe greatest percentage of destabilizing transactions. Moreover, there seems
to ~be a greater concentration of destabilizing transactions that were
with the trend. This confirms, to the extent that aggregate analysis
can, thwt balances with the trend were achieved in transactions in
which the specialist often "reached" across the market/47 i.e., the
specialist did not wait for someoneto trade, but rather he initiated the
transaction by buying stock at the offer or selling stock to a bid; these
bids or offers are often limited orders on the specialist’~ book.
Thoughthis analysis disaggregat.ed the data only partially, it indicated that while most specialist trading tends to have a stdbilizing
market effect, a significant,_ group of stocks did exist in whichspecialists
not .only ’accumulated balances .in the direction of the price trend but
may also have done so in a manner prohibited by the regulatory scheme.
These results also clearly indicate .the dangers inherent in aggregating
and averaging such data. The aggregating of net balances tended to
obscure the ’fact that while most balances were against the trend there
were a substantial numberof relatively large balances with ~he trend,
and the avera~ging of purchase ’and sale tick percentages diluted the
usefulness of the .test since the percent’ages on o~t least one side tend
to be high.
Since it is in the individual stock that each s.pecialist’s performance
is either stabilizing or destabilizing, any evaluation of the impact of all
speeialsts must res’t upon evaluaton of performances in individual
stocks.
To determine the effect of s’peeialists’ transactions on ~’his basis, the
Special Study undertook an entire, ly different type of analysis. Each
stock was analyzed separately for each day of the 3-week study and
the results of each analysis ~vere then aggregated. For each of the
16,174 stock days ~4s in which trading to~: IJ~aee during this period,
pric.e movementsand market volume were noted an d examined against
vamous measures of specialist performance (using a computer).a4s
It was found that, during the peri~od studied, speeoialist performance
was stabilizing in the large majority of stock days. o~° This pattern is
evident in several measures used. It may be studied first in appendix
VI-A, table 9 and chart 9, which show for stocks in each category of
daily price change, the number of eases in which specialists accumulated a net purchase .or sale ,balance and the size of this balance. Generally, specialists tended to accumulate purchase balances in stocks
which declined in price for Vhe day and sale balances in stocks which
rose, with the balances tending to be greater in size the greater the
change in price. However, while .the majority sh’owed stabilizing net
balances against ,the trend, a substantial minority showeddestabilizing
net balances with the trend. Some97 percent of the stock days with a
price rise of over 2 percent for the day showedspecialist net purchase
balances, one-third of which were over 800 shares.
The stablilizing performance of most specia]ists was reflected also
in the distribution of their total sales and purchases. Chart 10 and
~ It will be recalled
that this is the klnd of transaction
generally condemned by the
Saperstein Interpretation.
See sec. 6.b, above.
e~s The "stock day" concept is explained at p. 85, note 182, above.
~ Only common stocks were included in the analysis.
See app. A of this chapter for a
further des.cription of this study.
~OThls confirms the result In the study just dlscusse~ which partially
disaggregated
trading for 4 days.
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table 10, in appendix VI-A, indicates that specialists’ sales participation rates tended to increase in stocks which rose in price the most,
and to decrease in stocks which declined in price the most. Similarly,
their purchases as a percentage of total volume p.articipation rates
tended to increase in stocks showing the biggest price decline, and ~o
decrease in stocks showing the greatest price rises (app. VI-A, chart
11 and table 11). Again this stabilizing
tendency was accompanied
by a significant number of destabilizing performances. In almost 15
percent of the stock days in which prices rose over 2 percent for the
day, specialists accounted for more than 25 percent of the total purchase volume for the day, while in about 14 percent of the stock days
in which prices declined by over 12.4 percent, specialists accounted for
more than 25 percent of the sale volume.
The evaluation of specialist "stablilization"
performance as measured by the tick test paints a far rosier picture. Fully 65 percent of
the stock days register tick test scores of 100 percent. But even here,
in 10 percent of the cases, speci’~lists’ scores were 50 percent or less.
Moreover, as has been explained in the previous section, the tick test
as now administered by the Exchange offers little basis in itself for
conclusion on specialists’ performance.
Given the evidence presented above, it may be concluded that specialist activity during the period studied tended to sta, bilize most
stocks when each is examined on a daily basis. The presence of a
significant amountof destabilizing activity, however, points to the need
for developing methods of measuring specialist performance on a more
valid and current basis. Only such development, and more affirmative action by the Exchange against specialists whose performance is
delinquent, can bring the level of all specialists’ performance up to
that of the majority.
(4) :The mariner brea7¢ of May196~ ~
A dramatic_ test of the degree to which specialist tradin~= may influence market movements occurred at the end of May 1962. Reference
has been made to various Exchange releases giving analyses of specialist trading on May9,8, 29, and 31, 1962.~ It will be recalled that
these releases pointed with pride to specialist activities as "stabilizing"
during this period.
The Special Study pursued several lines of inquiry in order to test
the possible impact of specialists’ dealings during the break. Aggregate specialist trading data for the end of Mayand for prior months
were analyzed. A more refined study was made of specialist trading
in 50 issues which were market leaders during the period. Eight of
these issues were analyzed transaction by transaction for May9.8, 1969,.
Finally, testimony was taken from individual speci~.lists with respect
to their activities during the period of study.
During the period of general market decline from mid-December
1961 until the last few days of May1962~ specialists in the aggregate
substantially
reduced their positions (chart VI-c). On December
9,9 all specialists units had a net long position of about 3,600,000
shares. By the close of business on F~iday, May25, ,they had reduced
~a This section discusses only the activities
of the 1962 market
break, see ch. XII~.
~ See pp. 97~ and~ 98, above.

of specialists
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this position to 2~400~000shares, a decrease of 33 percent, a53 During
the same period~ the I)ow-Jones Industrial Average declined from
731.14 to 611.88~ a drop of almost 120 point.s or 16 percent. Many
specialists testified that an important reason for this inventory contraction woos that they had u bearish ~ttitude toward the market d~ting
~:~-om the closing months of 1961.~* Illustrative
of ~he feelings of
these specialists as to general market conditions preceding the precipitous decline in M~ywas ’the testimony of two specialists :
We had been accumulating,
accumulating
and in April [1962]~I don’t remember the date, but we had as large a debit balance as we had ever had.
I decided to clear shop.
I didn’t like the market. I didn’t like the fact that you bought 500 and ~ld
200 and then you were buying 500 more and you were selling
300, but you wore
~
always buying on balance.

The second specialist testified :
Q. When did you first detect a weakness in the market in 1962 ?
A. (No response.)
Q. I am asking for your judgment here. Obviously, this is a judgment.
A. I suppos~it is greatly a matter of intuition
and experience.
I have been
through 1929.
Q. When was your intuition
speaking to you * * *
A. It was speaking to me in 1961.
Q. You said there came a time in 1961, * * * that you started to reduce your
inventory ?
A. That is right.
Q. When was that?
A. Probably around the beginning of the middle of the year, probably.
Q. To what would you attribute
the reduction
of inventory
over this pe~?
A. I don’t know. I can’t answer the question.
I don’t know how to answer
it. Specialists are like all p~ple, they get frightened.

Oa Mond~y~M~y28~ 1962~ when th~ Dow-Jones Industrial Average
declined 3~.95 points~ specialists purchased on balanc~ 206~400sh~res.
This purch~s~ b~l~nce was one o2 th~ statistics
relied upon by the
Exchang~to indicate that specialists played ~ stabilizing rol~; it was
characterized by the Exchang~ as ¯ "statistic
that c~n be an early
indication o2 ~ high stabilization r~t~."
Whenviewed in context~ this overall balance is actually very small.
On May28~ specialists bought and sold 3,093~220 shares ~nd th~ net
purchase b~lanc~ represented only 6.7 percent o~ these purchases and
s~les. A1s%volume ~or tim d~y w~s 9~819~560 sh~r~ o~ which the
specialists’ purchase b~lance represented only 2.1 percent. Moreover~
the net b~lance figur~ compared to those recorded on 5 of the 15 days
in th~ 3-week trading study perio~dur~ng which the Dow-Jones
Industrial £verage had small price movements~is similar both
proportion o~ s~cialists ~ trading (table VI-26) and us a proportion
of to~al volume. ~ V~wedin this perspective~ the purchase b~l~n~
on May28 does not ~ppear unusually large.
~ Their low inventory point during the period was reached on May 16, when the total
was down to 1,850,000 shares. Jus~ over 75 percent of the increase from this low point
to the position at the end of May25 was accounted for by their trading on May2,t and 25.
e~ There is no indication that the Exchange was at all sensitive to this inventory reduction while it ~vas happening. There is no routine surveillance technique for accumulating or analyzing such data. Therefore there was no di~erent or increased surveillance
of the mannerin which this inventory reduction occurred.
~ Unlike many others, this specialist did not commencereducing his inventory until
April 1962.
e~ N¥SEpress release, :lune 25, 1962.
~ On the 5 days, specialists’ net purchase balance was between 1.~ and 2.3 percent of
total volume.
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The only price decline in recent history comparable to May28 occurred on September 26, 1955, the first trading day after President
Eisenhower’s heart attack, when the Dew-Jones Industrial Average
fell 31.89 points or 6.5 percent~ comparedto the fall of 5.7 percent on
May28. On that day in 1955, specialists’ net balances reflected a much
more significant part of the overall picture. They bought and sold
2~923~170shares and their net purchase balance of 595,550 shares represented 20.4 percent of their purchases and sales. Reported volume
was 7~761~000shares and the specialists’ purchase balance represented
7.6 percent of that total. Contrasting these figures with the 3-week
trading da~a, where their purchase balance was a much smaller percentage of the total, it appears that the activity of specialists on Sept.ember 16, 1955, ws unusual and probably had a discernable market
impact--and that the same cannot be said o~ May0.8, 1962.
Specialists have suggested that the difference between their performance on these 2 days may be the fact that most specialists
regarded the Eisenhower break as a temporary interruption in a strong
bull market, while their attitudes
in May 1962 were generally
bearish. ~s Another suggestion was that specialists
may have been
in a weaker financial condition at the end of May1962 than they were
in 1955. There also may have been a difference in the attitudes of
the governors of the Exchange during these two breaks: !estimony
taken by the Special Study indicates that in the Eisenho~er break,
the floor governors had a policy of not permitting any stock to open
down more than 10 or 15 percentY~ No similar policy was evident in
the May 1962 break. However, it should be noted that much of the
impact of selling during the Eisenho~,~,er break was felt at the opening
and that the pohcyfollowed was in response to this fact.
The data with respect to the 50 stocks selected for study (table
VI-38) during the May1962 break showy ~ pattern fairly consistent
with that shown by the aggregate studies. On May28, specialists in
these 50 stocks bought a ’total of 333,700 shares and sold a total of
304,100 shares, for a total of 637,800 purchased and sold. They accumulated a net purchase balance of 29,600 shares or 4.6 percent of
the shares they purchased and sold.
The weekly positions o~ the specialists in these 50 stocks show that
between August 25, 1961~ and May4, 1962~ there was an overall reduction of position o.f 143,705 shares; this is consistent with Che data
for all stocks and also with the testimony concerning reduction of
positions (table VI-37). The specialist in Ford~ one of the 50 stocks,
testified tha.t:
Not that I am any student
o~ charts,
but I took a look at the Ford chart and
it looked very dangerous
to me * * * I liquidated
our whole position
and went
short,
and we have maintained
a short position,
actually
in only three
of our
stocks,
all the way through,
practically,
during this whole period.
During the
day, we have become long, but almost every night,
we were short stock.

A close look at the 29,600-shares net increase in positions of the
specialists
in the 50 stocks on May28 shows that it is made up of
several stocks in which these were substantial net purchases by spee~ One indication of the fact that specialists’
sttttudes were bearish in 1962 may be found
in the fact that on May 31, 1962. when the Industrial
Average increased 9.40 points to
recover about one-third of the decrease of May 28. specialists
sold on balance 931,800 shares
or over four times as much as they had purchased on May 28. Thus, the tendency was to
reduce positions more quickly than to accumulate them.
~ This limit was established
because one of the market leaders, which opened early, was
off about 10 percent.
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cialists,
a large number in which the specialist had no substantial
change of position and several in which the specialists reduced their
positions (table VI-38).2~o To take some specific examples, the specialists
in American Machine & :Foundry and General Motors purchased on balance 10.800 shares and 7,100 shares respectively. On the
other hand, the specialist in IBMdecreased his position by 300 shares,
while the specialist
in American Telephone & Telegraph purchased
2~
900 shares on balance and had a closl[ng position of 1,500 shares.
The specialist in IBMtestified about his trading in that stock :
Q. Did you attempt to reduce your positions during the last part of last year
(1961) or the first 3 months of this year?
A. * * * There were times when our position
was probably a little
on the
small side, yes.
Q. When would that have been?
A. Well, that was during the end of May, when the break was strenuous
in
IBM* * *
Q. Howdo you end up with a small position in a period o~ a break?
A. Well, self-preservation.
* * *

The specialist in Telephone testified
May~8 :

with respect to his ’trading on

There was a lot of selling in the stock and, while we bought and sold stock to
try and stem the decline,
it wasn’t possible for anybody to have stopped the
s~ock from going down. We bought 4,000 shares at the opening at 109~,
our own .account, to get the stock open, and * * * it rallied
only half a point
from there and, needless .to say, we were not out by any means. I bought and
sold stock steadily alI day long. * * *
Q. However, were you prepared to go on buying stock? * * *
A. I don’t know that I can answer that question categorically.
Barly in the
day, I was prepared to buy stock, because I would have an opportunity to reduce
my commitment throughout
the day. I do not know how much I would have
bought. Maybe 5,000, 10,000. [Emphasis supplied.]

Apparently during the course of the day, the attitude o~ the specialist
changed with respect to the posi’tion ~hat he was willing to assume~as
it becameclear that the break was a severe one.
A few other specialists reduced their positions by 1,000 to 3,000
shares. The specialist in Sperry Rand sold 13,100 shares on balance
on May28 (table VI-38). It is noteworthy that in ~3 of ~he 50 stocks,
specialists’ positions at the end of the day on May28 ~vere equal to or
less than the 400 shares which the exchange sets as a minimumcapital
requirement. ~ Taxed by events and facing probable losses by price
declines so rapid as to wipe out the trading advantages of the spread~
most specialists,
not surprisingly, were unwilling to undertake the
role of market "stabilizers."
A further analysis of specialist trading was conducted in the 30
stocks in the Dow-Jones Industrial Average. The hourly purchases
and sales of the specialists
in these stocks were compared w~h the
prices and movementsof the stocks as reflected in the average. -~ As
~ These figures must be approached with some caution because in some instances purchase
and sale
records for
these 50
3 days
are did
incomplete.
~mSome
specialists
in these
stocks
not trade at all on May28. For instance, the
two competing specialist units in General Telephone & Electronics did not trade in their
stock which had a reported round-lot volume of 108,800 shares and was off 1~ for the day.
~ Ten of the 23 stocks have competing specialists. In 4 of these 10 all of the specialists
had
less purpose,
shares initinventory.
~a400
Fororthis
was necessary to recompute the Dow~ones hourly average, which
uses prices that appear on the tape at the time the average is computed. On May 28 the
tape was over an hour late, so that the averages were not an accurate reflection of current
pmces on the floor. In recomputing the average, the time transactions as reported by
specialists and floor traders were used : these too are subject to errors, but it is believed
that these reports present a moreaccurate picture.
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the day progressed and the decline continued the net purchases of
these specialists ~ecreased. For example, in the first hour specialists
bought 11,400 shares on balance while the average declined 7.63 points.
However, between 1:00 and 2:00 p.m., when the average declined 7.14
point.s, specialists sold 3,2200 shares on balance, and whenthe average
fell another 8.0~= points bet~veen 22:00 and 3:00 p.m, the specialists sold
another 13,600 shares on balance (table VI-39).
The eight stocks which were subjected to an actual market reconstruction showed varying patterns.
Charts XIII-1 through XlII-8
show the i)a.rticipntion of specialists in each stock as the price moved
during the course of the trading on May228. Below are profiles of
"~
each stock highlighting the trading of specialists.
American Telephone
Close (May 25, 1962) ..........
Open (May 28, 1962) ..........
High for day
Low for day ..................
Close (May 28, 1962) ..........
Net change ...................

~ Telegraph

on May 28, 1962

1125/~ Reported volume
109~/~ Specialist :
Opening position .....
109~
100~/~
Purchases ...........
100%
Sales
--11
Closing position ......

282, 800
Long

600
21, 400
20, 500
Long 1, 500

American ~Ielepho~e & Telegraph opened at 1091/~. down
w~th th~ speclahst purchasing 3,900 snares. From the opemng until
about noon, dur_ing which time the speciulist purchased 4,500 shares
and sold 5,000 shares, there was little price change.
From122:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. the price declined 27/s points to 106~/~,
while the specialist purchased 4,800 shares and sold 4,000 shares.
From 1:00 p.m. to ’2:00 p.m. Telephone declined l~s to 1047/s. The
specialist sold 1,000 shares on b~lance, purchasing 22,800 shares and
selling 3,800.
Between 2:00 and 3:00 p.m. the stock suffered its greatest decline-4~ points to 100~/~. The specialist continued to sell on balanc~ purchasing 4,100 shares and selling 5,800.
Dm~ingthe peri(~d from 3:00 to 3:30 there was little price change
as the stock closed at 100%, up ~/~ from 3 o’clock. During this petied the specialist purchased 1,300 shares and sold 1,900 shares.
Th~ specialist’s stabilizing percentage for the day, based on tho tick
~est, were 95 percent for purchases and 81 percent for sales.
Avco Corp. on May 28, 1962
Close (May 25, 1962)
21~
Open (May 28, 1962) ...............................................
21~s
High for day.
21~/~
Low for day
18
Close (May 28, 1962)
18~
Net change
_27/s
Reported volume ....................................................
81, 900
Specialists :
A
B
(~
Opening position .................
Long 4, 600 Long
800
Even
Purchases ........................
7, 600
5, 300
600
Sales
2, 500
2, 400
600
Closing position
Long 9, 700 Long 3, 700
~ Even
~4 These reconstructions also are subject to the caveat that the data submitted are often
internally inconsistent.
The data which appeared most accurate were ~sed ; in some,
case judgmen.ts were mad:e in assigning transaction~ to times which best reconciled conflicting sources.
In the last paragraph of each profile the Exchange’s tick test is a~)]ied senarateIv for
purchases and sales, although the Exchange does not normally make i~l~i~ separation. ~
¯ ~ American Telephone & Telegraph was e-x-dividend $1 on May28. ~rhe price of the
stock was therefore automatically reduced 1 point.
~ See sec. 6.d(4) for a discussion of daylight trading patterns.
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From the opening until noon the stock was down %. The specialists
purchased 4,000 shares and sold 700 shares during this two-hour
period.
Between noon and 1 o’clock Avco declined another 3~ to 201/~ ; during this period the specialists purchased 700 and sold 1,000.
In the hour between 1:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. Avco declined another
% to 201/~, and the specialists
purchased 800 shares and sold 400
shares.
The stock had its greatest price decline between 2:00 p.m. and
3:00 p.m., falling 15~ from 201/~ to 181/~, the specialists purchasing
5,800 shares and selling 2,000 shares. Near the end of this hour
the stock fell 1/~. Of the specialists’
purchases during this hour,
2,000 shares were purchased near the end, and there were no sales at
this point.
Avco closed the day at 18~s, off ~ from the 3:00 p.m. price. During this last half hour the specialists purchased 2,200 shares and sold
1,400 shares.
The specialists’ stabilizing percentage ~or the day, based on the
tlck test for the three units combined, were 96 percent for purchases
and 62 percent for sales.
Brunswick on May 28, 1962
Close (May 25, 1962) ...............................................
Open (May 28, 1962) ..............................................
High for day .......................................................
Low for day
Close (May 28, 1962) .............................................
Net change ....
Reported volume ...................................................
Specialist :
Opening position ...........................................
Purchases ..................................................
Sales ......................................................
Closing position ..............................................

27~
28
28~
21a~
231~
--4%
103, 000
Long
Long

5,
27,
23,
9,

000
400
300
100

From the opening until noon Brunswick declined 1/~ point to 273/8,
with the specialist purchasing 5,500 shares and selling 3,600 shares.
At 1:00 p.m. Brunswick was 27, down3/~ from its noon price. During this period the specialist purchased 1,100 shares and sold 2,200
shares.
Between 1:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. Brunswick declined
During this hour the specialist purchased 4,000 shares and sold 5,300
shares.
Specialist purchases were 2,900 shares and sales were 1,400 shares
between 2:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. as Brunswick fell 11/~ points to
Between 3:00 and 3:30 p.m. Brunswick underwent its largest price
decline, falling at one point to 213~ and closing the day at 231A, off
~½ ~rom 3:00 p.m. Almost half of the specialist’s
transactions took
place in this period with 13,900 shares purchased and 10,800 shares
sold.
The specialist’s stabilizing percentages for the day, based on the tick
test. were 95 percent for purchases and 91 percent for sales.
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General Motors on May 28, 1962
Close (May 25, 1962) ................................................
Open (May 28, 1962) ................................................
High for day .......................................................
Low for day ........................................................
Close (May 28, 1962) ................................................
Net change .........................................................
Reported voluIne ....................................................
Specialists :
A
Short 3, 800
Opening position ...........................
8, 800
Purchases ................................
2, 000
Sales .....................................
Long 3, 000
Closing position ...........................

50½
50%
50~
481/s
487/s
--1%
99, 500
B
Even
400
100
Long 300

Of the two competing specialist
units in General Motors, one was
responsible for 95 percent of specialist
purchases and sales in the
stock.
General Motors opened at 50~s and was trading down to 50~/s between the opening and 12:00 p.m. During this time only Specialist
A
traded~ purchasing 4,800 shares and selling 300 (1,000 of the 4~800
shares were purchased at the opening).
From noon until 1:00 p.m, the stock declined ~/s to 50. Again
only Specialist,
A traded, purchasing 1,400 shares without making
any sales.
Between 1:00 and 2:00 p.m. General Motors remained steady at 50.
Specialist A dido.not trade and Specialist ]3 traded for the first time
during the day~ buying 200 shares.
During the peri,o,d, between 2:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. General Motors
declined 1~ to 487./s. Spe.ci~list
A purchased 1,300 sh~vres ~nd s(~ld
500 shares, while Specialist B sold 100 shares.
Between 3:00 p.m;. and 3:30 p.m. General Motors traded down to
48~/sandclosedat 48 ,z/s , unchanged
fromits 3
.’00 p....m, price. Specialist
A purchased 1,300 shares and sold 1,200 and Speemhst B purchased
200 shares.
The specialists’
stabilizing
percentages for the day, based on the
tick test for both units combined, were 85 percent for pureha.ses and 94
percent for sales.
International

Business

Machines on May 28, 1962

Close (May 25, 1962)
Open (May 28, 1962)
tIigh for day,
Low for day,
Close (May 28, 1962) ................................................
Net change
Reported volume ....................................................
Specialist :
Opening position ..........................................
Purchases .................................................
Sales
Closing position ...........................................

3981/~
397
a97
355
361
-- 37~/u
57, 600
Long
Long

500
3, 900
4, 200
200

From the opening until noon the price was off 7 as the stock declined
from 397 to 390. During this time the specialist
purchased 1,~00
shares and sold 900 shares.
From noon until 1:00 p.m. the stock fell to 386, with the specialist
purchasing 300 shares and selling 600.

96-746---63--pt.

2---9
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By 2:00 p.m. IBM traded at 383~ off another 3. The specialist
during this hour purchased 600 and sold 800 shares.
From2:00 to 3:00 p.m. the price fell 18 points to 365, the specialist
purchasing 1~500 shares and selling 1~600.
IBMdeclined 4~ points between 3:00 p.m. and 3:30~ closing at 361~
with the specialist purchasing 300 shares and selling the same amount.
The specialist’s stabilizing percentages for the day~ based on the tick
2~7
test~ were 92 percent for purchases and 48 percent for sales.
E. J. Korvettv,
on May 28,
Close (May 25, 1962) ................
Open (May 28, 1962) ...............................................
High for day ......................................................
Low for day .......................................................
Close (May 28, 1962)
Net change ........................................................
Reported
volume ...................................................
Specialist :
Opening position
.......
Purchases
Sales .....................................................
Closing position
...........

1962
40%
40%
41%
34
371/~
--2~s
63, 500
Long

Long

4, 500
8, 800
12, 000
1,300

From the opening until 1:00 p.m. Korvette traded within a range
of 40 to 41~ with a price of 40½ at the end of this period. During
this time the specialist purchased I~300 shares and sold 4~500shares.
During the period from 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. the price declined
from 40½to 387/s , off 1~. The specialist purchased 3,200 shares and
sold 2~300 shares. The intrahour low was at 1 :~1 p.m. when the stock
sold at 38%~off 17/s from the 1:00 p.m. price of 401//2. During this
period 2~000shares of the specialist’s hourly sales and 2~200 shares of
the purchases were made. Seven hundred shares of the purchases were
madeat the low and all 2~000 shares of the sales were made during the
decline which preceded the low.
Between 2:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. the price declined from 387/s to
3~, off 47/s. During this hour the specialist purchased 1~000shares and
sold 1~400 shares. All 1~000 shares purchased were in single hundreds
scattered through the hour. The specialist sold 600 shares at 2:49 p.m.
at a price of 36~/2. Fromabout 2:55 p.m. the price dropped 2~ on three
trades o~ 100~ 1~500~and 300 shares~ from 36 to 3¢. The specialist purchased 100 at 34 ut the end o~ the decline.
Between 3:00 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. the price advanced ~rom 3~= to 37½
at the close~ for an increase of 3~/2. During this period the specialist
purchased 2~300 shares and sold 3~800 shares.
The specialist’s stabilizing percentages for the day~ based on the tick
test were 86 percent on the purchase side and 68 percent on the sale
side.
~ The specialist
unit’s activity
in IBM resulted in a formal inquiry by the Exchange,
directed to May 28, 29, and 31, and the preceding weeks. The Exchange differentiated
the
unit’s performance on each day. The floor governors concluded "that on certain days the
percentage of dealer participation
in IBMand the stabilizing
percentage of the specialists
were low; that on certain occasions their carryover positions in IBM were meager ; that
during the market decline at the end of May the physical facilities
and ability of the specialists
to handle the orders in the stock seemed wanting in some respects." The specialists
in their defense argued that price continuity
had been satisfactory,
but the Exchange
concluded that "this was due in great part to the fact that the floor governors had been
directing
the conduct of the market in the stock." The chairman of the board informed
the unit "that although their dealer performance was not up to standard, it was not felt,
due to the prevailing conditions, that any disciplinary
action was necessary." It does not
appear from the Exchange file that any attempt was made to reconstruct
the market in
IBM so that the unit’s performance from trade to trade could be analyzed.
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Oil of New Jersey

Close (May 25, 1962) ...............................................
Open (May 28, 1962) ..............................................
High for day ......................................................
Low for day ........................................................
Close (May 28, 1962) ..............................................
Net change ..........................................
Reported volume ...................................................
Specialists :
Opening position ........................
Purchases .............................
Sales ..................................
Closing position .........................
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on May 28, 1962
51
50
50
45a/~
46
:
A
Even
10, 900
7, 800
Long 3, 100

148, 200

Long

B
Even
12, 400
8, 600
3, 800

Neither of the two competing specialists units had any position at
the opening on May I~8. During the day their combined purchases
were 23,300 shares, while their combined sales were 16,400 shares.
From the opening until noon the price declined % from 50 to 49~A. At
the opening the specialists purchased 4,100 shares, and 3,700 more by
noon; they sold 3,400 shares during these two hours.
From noon to 1:00 p.m. the price declined 1~/~ from 49~ to 48~/~.
During this hour the specialists purchased 5,000 shares and sold 3,700
shares. At about 15:45 p.m. the specialists purchased 2,500 shares at
48~/~, off one point from the price ’.a~ 12:30 p.m.
During the period from 1:00 p.m. to i~ :00 p.m. the price declined
from 481/~ to 473~, off 7/8, and the specialists purchased 3,300 shares
and sold 1,400. At a~bout 1:51 p.m. the price declined 11/~ from an
intrahour high of 483~. The specialists purchased 5,900 shares at the
end of this hour’s decline.
From "002 p m......
to 3 "00 p m the price advanced 1~ to 471/~. During
this hour the specialists purchased 100 shares and sold 4,000.
Between 3:00 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. the price declined from 471/~ to 46
at the close, off 1½. During this half hour the specialists purchased
7,100 shares and sold 3,900. At 3 p.m. the .stock sold at 471/~ ; at about
3:20 p.m. there was a decline to the day’s low of 453~, or a drop of
2~ in 50 minutes’. At one point during the decline 4,100 shares of the
specialists’ purchases were madeat 46.
The specialists’ stabilization percentages for the day, based on the
tick test for both units combined~were 95 percent on the purchase side
and 98 percent on the sale side.
United States

Steer on May 28, 1962

Close (May 25, 1962)
Open (May 28, 1962)
High for day
Low for day
Close (May 28, 1962)
Net change
Reported volume ....
Speci,ali,sts:

52¾
52
52
50~/~
50~
_
87, 800
A

Opening position ......................
Purchases
Sales .................................
Closing position .......................

Long
Long

1, 100
10, 700
11, 200
600

Long
Long

B
1, 100
9, 300
10, 200
200

U.S..Steel opened at 52 and traded downto 51½ by noon. During
this period the two competing specialists units together sold 11,900
shares and purchased 6,500 shares. Of the 11,900 shares sold, 4,500
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were at 11:42 a.m. at a price of 513/~ and 3,300 of this 4,500-share block
were short sales.
During the period from noon until 1 p.m. the stock traded in a narrow range--between 511/~ and 51~2. In this hour the specialists
purchased 4,900 shares and sold 3,600 shares. Of the 3,600 shares sold
in this hour, 3,200 ~vere short sales.
At 1 p.m. one specialist
unit was short 1,500 shares aad the other
was short 400 shares. At the end of the next hour, the stock was selling at ~5~1/~, having traded at prices bet~veen 51~/s and 513~ during the
hour, ~ith the specialists
purchasing 3,100 shares and selling 2,100.
Of that specialist
trading, the unit that had ,been short 1,500 shares
sold short another 1,50~0 and purchased 1,600. This unit’s trading
was of an in-and-out character,
predominantly in transactions
of 100
and 200 shares.
Between 2:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. the stock traded down to 50%,
off another 3A. The specialists
purchased 2,’200 shares and sold 3,500
during this hour. The specialist
unit that had traded in and out of
the market in the preceding hour continued doing so, purchasing 1,000
shares and selling short 1,200 shares. By the end of this hour, this
unit had increased its short position to 1,600 shares. During the same
hour, the other unit sold 2,300 shares--including
1,700 sold short--and
purchased 1~200 shares. At. 3 p.m. this unit had a short position of
600 shares.
Between 3:00 p.m. and 3:30, the stock traded down to 50~/~, its low
for the day, and closed at 503~. During the first 2.3 minutes of this
half-hour no specialist
transactions
took place as the stock traded
down to 50~/s. During the last 7 minutes the specie.lists
covered
their short positions and went long at the day’s low prices as they
purchased 3,300 shares and sold 300 shares.
The specialists’
stabilization
percentages for the day, based on the
tick test for both units combined~ were 95 percent on the purchase side
and 93 percent on the sale side.
In summary, it may be said on the b,~.sis of the available data that
the dealer performance of the specialists
in Avco, Brunswick, General Motors, and Standard Oil of New Jersey tended, if anything,
to add reasonable depth to the market and to have a cushioning effect
during the decline on May 28. On the other hand, the trading of the
specialists
in Telephone, IBM, and Korvette, tended to be passive
~s
at best and possibly destabilizing in nature.
These data also demonstrate the inadequacy of the tick test taken
alone as a measure of stabilization.
In an aggregate form the test
will conceal ]o~v performance on one side if performance on the other
is high. On May 28 it was not difficult
for a specialist
to buy on a
minus tick--almost
all purchases would be stabilizing.
On the sale
side there would tend to ’be more destabilizing transactions, as specialists sold to liquidate their inventory in the face of relatively few plus
ticks on which to sell. Aggregrating the purchase and sale percentms The performance of the specialists
in U.S. Steel is different from that of the others.
This stock had undergone a long decline in price from a high of 91~A in 1961 down to the
50’s in May, and it was not under pressure on May 28. The specialists
traded "in and
out" all day, going short and covering during a good part of the day. Whether these
specialists
were merely trading for the sake of trading or whether they were making an
affirmative
contribution
to the market could not be determined from the available
data.
It should be noted that one of these units showed daylight trading patterns
in another
study, discussed in sec. 6.d(4), above.
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ages as the Exchange does, fa.ils

to provide an accurate picture. Thus,
the specialist
unit in IBMhad an aggregate "stabilization"
percentage
of 69 percent, but the Exchange’s investigation
and criticism of this
unit is proof enough that the performance on May 28 was affrmatively
poor. The figure for the sale side taken alone shows that about 52
percent of the sale transactions
were "destabilizing"
and is a more
~
accurate indication of what happened.
Analysis of the data also shows that the time at ~vhich transactions
occurred is more important than the tick test per se. Whenthe specialist in IBMahnost completely abandoned the market bet,veen 3:00 and
3:30 p.m., this was at least as important a factor as the number of plus
ticks on which he sold and the nu~nber of minus ticks on which he
bought. Likexvise, though of different effect, the fact that the specialist in Avco bought 2,000 shares and sold none at a crucial period
around 3 o’clock is of more importance than the ticks on ~vhich the
shares were purchased.
Obviously, no one person has the capital to stem a selling xvave such
as that of May28, but with his central location, the specialist is in a
position to cushion the public’s selling by giving depth to the markets,
and some specialists
undertook this function. Other specialists,
however, confined their activity to providing technical price continuity and
a few specialists
seemed to contribute
to the "pounding" down of
prices by their selling.
Whatever other lessons may be drawn froln the May 1962 market
break, the results of this study indicate that both the tests of specialists’ performance and public presentations of the test results are in need
of revision.
f. Dealer responsibility aqut the "right of liquidation"
Some specialists testified that under certain circmnstances a specialist has a broad right, to liquidate his position, although such transactions might not represent an affrmative contribution
to the market
and may even serve to destabilize
the market and depress prices. The.
reason advanced was that if a specialist faces financial difficulties
he
has the right to sell his inventory as a matter of business survival. A
prominent specialist
and former chairman of the board of governors,
apparently believes that specialists
are permitted an almost unlimited
right of liquidation:
"After all, you could ruin a man if he couldn’t
get out." Whether such a "right of liquidation"
is sanctioned by the
Saperstein Interpretation
and by Exchange rules is, however, not entirely clear.
As discussed above, one portion of the Saperstein Interpretation
allows a specialist
to engage in transactions
to anticipate
market
trends, but the context seems to indicate that this relates merely to
normal positioning,
and not to existing or anticipated financial difficulties.
Another portion of the interpretation
seems to recognize, at
least by implication, a right to liquidate posi.tions for the latter reason ;
certain enumerated transactions
are prohibited as tending to have a
’~ One specialist testified with respect to his sales on May28 as follows
"Well, I don’t think that anybody in the world has enough money to
every given day * * * Actually,
the sales * * * would be on up-ticks,
question of them destroying the market in the stock, and pounding it
it."
See also the Columbus & Southern Electric
example discussed in sec.
the specialist
had a 100-percent "stabilization"
percentage on May 29.

:

be a net buyer on
and there is no
down and upsetting
6.g,

below, where
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detrimental effect upon the market, but the scope of the prohibition is
limited to transactions "in taking or increasing a position," ~.7o perhaps
implying that such transactions are not forbidden in the liquidation ~ of
a position. But even these transactions are subject to the general rule
confining all specialist transactions to those reasonably necessary to
maintain a fair and orderly market.
AnExchangeofficial testified that while floor traders could liquidate
positions as freely as any investor, "the specialist * * * has [an]
obligation imposed upon him, which he takes when he registers as a
specialist." The circumstances under which a specialist could liquidate his position were limited to the anticipated needs of the market
"* * * so he might step back in again with his funds and purchase a
stock on the way down."
Exchange rule 108 prohibits any member, including specialists,
from claiming parity with a nonmember when the member is seeking
to establish or increase a position. In other words, membersmay not
compete with nonmembers at the same price. By its terms this rule
does not apply when the member is liquidating
a long position by
selling or covering a short position by purchasing. However, neither
this rule, the Saperstein Interpretation, nor the quoted testimony are
as broad as the right of liquidation claimed by specialists.
The questions which arise from the asserted right of liquidation
are not merely theoretical. During the period of the May1962 market
break at least three specialist units were in financial difficulties, or as
stated by the NYSEvice chairman (when questioned about two of the
situations),
they had "burdensome positions in relation to their
equity. * * *"
One of the units apparently had no difficulty in raising additional
capital.
Another, whose equity had fallen below the 25-percent
maintenance requirement 271 near the end o.f May 1962, received a
short-term loan from its clearing agent. A partner of the clearing
firm suggested that the specialist unit reduce positions and the specialist unit complied. On 3 days ’around the middle of June this unit
liquidated some3,700 shares of its major stock.
The third specialist, who is in a combined book which in turn is in
competition with another specialist
unit, was informed by his account~ant on May 18 that his firm had fallen below the Exchange
margin maintenance requirement. The specialist
(who was the only
regular member in his firm) was not on the floor and his partners
entered orders to liquidate $175,000 worth of stock through other
memberfirms. Whenthe floor department inquired into these transactions, the specialist took the position that the sales had no effect
upon the market and were therefore justifiable.
Whenasked how he
normally liquidated his inventory when not on the floor he seemingly
took the same position--that
so’long as his sales did not adversely
affect the market, they were proper. The Exchange did not expressly
pass on the propriety of a specialist’s engaging in transactions in his
specialty stocks while away from the floor, "~¢~ but seemingly approved
the liquidating transactions, taking the view that :
~o For a discu.ssion of these exceptions, see
~r~ See sec. 4.c, above.
~ This practice would seem to represent a
requirement that all transactions
be tested
was not aclmonishe~ aad no further
inquiry
when on or off the floor.

sees. 6.b and 6.4(3) above.
’
violation o.f the Saperstein Interpretation’s
by reasonable necessity.
]get the specialist
was made i~to his usual trading procedures

